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Since the last decade, an increasing number of proteins have been shown to be
capable of undergoing reversible liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) in response to an
external stimulus, and the resulting protein-rich phase (coacervate) is considered as one
of the main components of membrane-less organelles. Most of these proteins are
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or contain intrinsically disordered regions. More
importantly, LLPS often plays an important role in cellular signaling and development of
cells and tissues. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying LLPS of proteins
remain poorly understood. Elastin-like proteins (ELPs), a class of IDPs derived from the
hydrophobic domains of tropoelastin, are known to undergo LLPS reversibly above a
concentration-dependent transition temperature (TT), allowing ELPs to be a promising
thermo-responsive drug delivery vector for treating cancer. Previous studies have
suggested that, as temperature increases, ELPs experience an increased propensity for
type II beta-turns. Our hypothesis is that the interaction is initiated at the beta-turn
positions.

In this work, integrative approaches including experimental and computational
methods were employed to study the early stages of ELP phase separation. Using nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement
(PRE), we have characterized structural properties of self-association in several ELPs.
NMR chemical shifts suggest that ELPs adopt a beta-turn conformation even at
temperatures below the TT. The intermolecular PRE reveals there is a stronger interaction
between the higher beta-turn propensity regions. Building on this observation, a series of
structural ensembles were generated for ELP incorporating differing amounts of beta-turn
bias, from 1% to 90%. To mimic the early stages of the phase change, two monomers
were paired, assuming preferential interaction at beta-turn regions. Following
dimerization, the ensemble-averaged hydrodynamic properties were calculated for each
degree of beta-turn bias, and results were compared with analytical ultracentrifugation
(AUC) experiments at various temperatures. The ensemble calculation reveals that
accessible surface area changes dramatically as oligomers are formed from monomers
with a high beta-turn content. Together, these observations suggest a model where ELP
self-association is initiated at beta-turn positions, where the driving force of phase
separation is solvent exclusion due to changes in the hydrophobic accessible surface area.
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CHAPTER I
ELASTIN-LIKE PROTEINS AS MODELS OF INTRINSICALLY DISORDERED
PROTEINS INVOLVED IN LIQUID-LIQUID PHASE SEPARATION
Introduction
Elastin is an extracellular matrix protein that not only connects tissues, but also
provides elasticity and resilience to tissues such as lung parenchyma, blood vessels, and
ligaments (1, 2). The matrix is composed of cross-linked tropoelastin, the soluble
monomeric precursor of elastin, which contains an alternating arrangement of
hydrophobic and cross-linking domains (3, 4). Its hydrophobic domains are known to be
intrinsically disordered and responsible for liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and
elasticity of tropoelastin (5-9). These domains are mainly (75%) made up of four amino
acids (valine, proline, glycine, and alanine) with motifs of PGV, GVS, GV, and GGV (3,
8).
Elastin-like proteins (ELPs) are a class of genetically engineered proteins that are
inspired by the hydrophobic domain of tropoelastin, and usually consist of five-residue
repeats, VPGXG, where the guest residue (X) can be any non-prolyl amino acid. At low
temperatures, like tropoelastin, ELPs are considered disordered, with few conformational
preferences (10). One of the unique properties of both tropoelastin and ELPs is its ability
to undergo reversible LLPS as temperature increases above a specific temperature (3),
termed the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) or the transition temperature (TT).
1

The TT of ELPs is dependent on protein concentration (11, 12), the length of the
sequence,(12) and the mean polarity of the sequence (13), which can be tuned by the
guest residue composition of ELPs. The reversible coacervation can be triggered not only
by heat, but also other external stimuli such as salt (14), pH (15), and light (16). The
LLPS of ELPs has led to their wide variety of applications as stimuli-responsive
biomaterials, including drug delivery (17), molecular sensors (18, 19), and as hydrogels
for tissue engineering (20-22). Despite the explosion of ELP-based biomaterials, the
mechanisms of coacervation and phase separation are still elusive (23).
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) have garnered much interest since the
mid-1990s (24-28). The studies in amino acid sequences showed that 44% of the human
proteome are predicted to be intrinsically disordered (29-31). The existence of these
unstructured proteins questions the dominant structure-function paradigm, which assumes
that only globular proteins matter in life processes (32). More importantly, many proteins
with disordered regions have a crucial role in the regulation of cellular signaling
pathways (27, 33, 34). Altering expression of these proteins have been implicated in
many diseases, such as neurodegenerative diseases and cancer (35-37). Recently, a
growing body of work has demonstrated that IDPs that are capable of undergoing phase
separation are involved in the formation of membrane-less organelles (38, 39), a type of
cellular compartment without transitional lipid membranes. An understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of the formation of these higher-order assemblies is important to
reveal how cells organize the protein-protein interaction network to achieve their various
functions.
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In this chapter, my focus will be on the relationship between ELPs and IDPs, as
well as, related LLPS. It starts from a review on the current perspectives on IDPs: how
the sequence features contribute to their structural properties. Then, the two new terms,
membrane-less organelle and LLPS, are introduced with a survey on IDP systems that
exhibit LLPS, in which two major types of molecular interactions are focused. After that,
ELPs are highlighted as models of IDPs and LLPS by analyzing the relationship between
ELPs and IDPs. Lastly, the current strategies to study IDPs and LLPS are summarized
including experimental and computational approaches.
Recognizing intrinsically disordered proteins
Understanding how proteins perform their functions is a century-old problem for
protein scientists. It has long been thought that the specific function of a protein is
achieved by its folded, unique three-dimensional structure, which is encoded in the amino
acid composition. The resulting structure-function paradigm have explained reasonably
well the catalytic behavior of enzymes based upon the “lock-and-key” hypothesis raised
by Emil Fischer in 1894 (32), along with the structural insights obtained from highresolution X-ray crystallographic structures. In contrast, numerous studies, primarily in
the past two decades, have found that a class of protein sequences is unable to fold into
stable, well defined, compact three-dimensional structures under physiological
conditions; instead, they adopt an ensemble of dynamic conformations that still possess
their specific functions. More importantly, bioinformatics researchers have shown that
over 40% of the proteins in the human proteome contain such disordered regions (29-31).
These findings defy the classical structure-function paradigm. In this dissertation, I
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designate any segment of 30 or more contiguous amino acid residues that lack persistent
folded structures as an intrinsically disordered protein (IDP).
Despite the different structural characteristics between IDPs and folded proteins,
they are still expected to follow the same thermodynamic principles underlaying their
primary sequences, which were postulated by Christian Anfinsen and colleagues back in
the 1960’s: ‘the three-dimensional structure of a native protein in its normal
physiological milieu (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components such as
metal ions or prosthetic groups, temperature, etc.) is the one in which the Gibbs free
energy of the whole system is lowest; that is, that the native conformation is determined
by the totality of interatomic interactions and hence by the amino acid sequence, in a
given environment’ (40). Although a classic structure-function paradigm no longer holds
for IDPs, a sequence-structure/disorder-function paradigm is emerging.
Disorderedness is encoded in the primary sequences
IDPs have biased sequence compositions compared to structured globular
proteins. IDPs are significantly enriched in disorder promoting amino acids: proline (P),
glutamine (Q), serine (S), glutamic acid (E), glycine (G), lysine (K), aspartic acid (D),
arginine (R), and alanine (A); oppositely, there are a list of depleted amino acids
including asparagine (N), valine (V), phenylalanine (F) leucine (L), tyrosine (Y),
tryptophan (W), cysteine (C), and isoleucine (I) (28, 41-43). In general, IDPs tend to be
rich in charged residues and deficient in large hydrophobic and aromatic residues. Based
on this observation, a charge-hydropathy (CH) plot has been developed to distinguish
native globular protein and IDPs based on the mean net charge and the mean
hydrophobicity (44), in which a cluster of IDPs was found in a manner of the
4

combination of low mean hydrophobicity and high net charge. A possible interpretation
of this divisive observation is that high net charge sequence leads to stronger intrachain
repulsion and low mean hydrophobicity prevents hydrophobic collapse. A general rule,
concluded by Pappu and colleges, has shown not only the fraction of opposite charges
and the value of the net charge per residue, but also the distribution of oppositely charged
residues can control the compactness of IDPs (45, 46), Furthermore, it has been shown
that glycine and proline content can significantly affect protein compactness: higher
glycine content increases backbone flexibility; however, proline restricts backbone
conformation and increases the propensity of polyproline II conformation (8, 42, 47).
The contribution of protein intrinsic disorder to their phase separations
Membrane-less organelles and liquid-liquid phase separation
It has been known that macromolecules inside cells are in a concentrated,
crowded, and inhomogeneous environment (48), which leads to a question: how do cells
spatially organize complex biochemical reactions? Cells solve this question by creating
different functional compartments or organelles, such as the nucleus, mitochondria, the
Glogi apparatus, vesicles, and lysosomes, which are physically separated from the
surroundings by lipid membranes. Recently, a number of mesoscale (100 nm ~ 10 μm)
organelles have been found in the nucleus and cytoplasm that are not enclosed by lipid
bilayers, often containing both RNA and proteins instead. These organelles are called
non-membrane-bound compartments or membrane-less organelles. Examples of these
organelles include nucleoli (49) and Cajal bodies (50) in the nucleus, as well as stress
granules (51) and processing bodies (P-bodies) (52, 53) in the cytoplasm.
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These membrane-less organelles exhibit a number of liquid-like characteristics,
such as dripping, wetting, fusion, and deformation, which are more like droplet behavior
(49, 54-56). The formation of these organelles has been described as a result of LLPS,
which is a process of demixing, condensation, and coacervation separating protein and
RNA (and/or DNA) from the surrounding cytoplasm or nucleoplasm. Although such
assemblies are still in a liquid state, the physical properties are distinct: the protein
concentration in the membrane-less organelles is significantly (10-300 fold) higher than
corresponding proteins in the surroundings (57-59), and importantly, there is a rapid, in
seconds, protein exchange across the boundary of organelles (49, 51, 54, 57, 60, 61).
Besides, the density and viscosity of these organelles is only slightly higher than the rest
of intracellular fluid (62, 63).
Involvement of IDPs in macromolecular phase separation
Most membrane-less organelles are characterized by a highly dynamic process
(51). Almost all proteins involved in the formation of these dynamic organelles are
intrinsically disordered, or at least contain disordered domain(s) (38, 59). A list of
example proteins is given below: the N-terminal tail of the Ddx4 (a number of the
DEAD-box helicase family) (58), the N-terminal low complexity domain of FUS (RNAbinding protein fused in sarcoma) (64), the C-terminal of hnRNPA1 (Heterogeneous
Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein A1) (65), and the N-terminal intrinsically disordered region
of eIF4GII (eukaryotic translation Initiation Factor Gamma 2) (66). Meanwhile, there is
evidence showing that the phase-separated IDPs preserve their conformational disorder
and still possess a high degree of dynamic characteristics (58, 67). Based on these
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observations, it is likely that the liquid-like and highly dynamic characteristics of
membrane-less organelles are provided by the conformational flexibility from IDPs.
Many of the previously mentioned proteins are linked to amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) (61, 68, 69). More importantly, the
genetic variants of these proteins are either pathogenic or associated with diseases. For
example, the G156E mutation in the N-terminal low complexity domain of FUS can shift
the LLPS into a liquid-solid phase transition (61). Therefore, a better understanding of
the role of IDPs in the LLPS might lead to better ways to cure some diseases.
Interactions involved in LLPS
The molecular mechanisms of formation of liquid droplets are still under
extensive investigation. IDP-mediated, low affinity multivalent interactions have been
proposed as a major driving force of phase separation. For example, a system of Nephrin,
Nck and the N-terminal of Wiscott-Aldrich protein (WASP) was designed for studies of
multivalent interactions in LLPS, in which C-terminal of Nephrin, the linker regions of
multiple SRC-homology 3 (SH3) domains and the SRC-homology 2 (SH2) domain in
Nck and proline-rich motifs (PRMs) in Nck are intrinsically disordered (57, 70). Neither
of two proteins in the system can form liquid-like droplets by themselves; however, after
tyrosine phosphorylation in Nephrin, the SH2 domain of Nck can interact with the
phosphotyrosines on Nephrin, which in turn spatially organizes three SH3 domains on
Nck. The binding event between SH3 domain in Nck and PRM in WASP then leads to a
phase-separated assembly of Nephrin, Nck and WASP. More importantly, altering the
valency and affinity of Nck-WASP complex not only changes the physical properties of
phase separation (57), but also reduces the exchange rates between protein-rich phases
7

and dispersed phases (71). Overall, the repeated binding domains, high conformational
flexibility, and phosphorylation are thought to be crucial contributors of LLPS in this
system.
Another example is a self-associated N-terminal disordered region of Ddx4,
which contains a low complexity sequence with alternating blocks of positively and
negatively charges (58). The sequence of Ddx4 is enriched in phenylalanine (F), arginine
(R), and glycine (G). In vitro, the phase separation of N-terminal of Ddx4 shows a strong
dependence on protein concentration and ionic strength of solution, which suggests that
electrostatic interaction plays a major role in the Ddx4 self-association (58). Scrambling
of the charges and arginine methylation prevent phase separation (58). Additionally, the
enrichment of phenylalanine residues suggests that the cation-π and/or π-π interactions
between phenylalanine and the motifs of FG/GF contribute to droplet formation (72, 73).
In summary, the low sequence complexity domains within IDPs can confer flexibility,
modularity, multivalency, and accessibility to post-translational modifications. The
consequential low-affinity self-association or dynamic multivalent interactions can
provide driving forces for the formation of LLPS.
ELPs: a versatile model of IDPs
As reviewed in the previous section, the LLPS has been described as a
consequence of the combination of electrostatic, cation-π, and π-π interactions, which are
often categorized as a enthalpically driven (58, 64, 74). Conversely, few studies have
identified an entropically driven LLPS that entirely depends on hydrophobic interactions.
Detailed analysis of the structural properties of ELPs during their LLPS can potentially
improve the understanding of protein disorder and its role in LLPS. Taking advantage of
8

the developments of gene synthesis techniques, the synthesis of repetitive polypeptides
with a specified chain length and sequence are now possible (75), which spurred a
number of structural studies and biomaterial applications using newly designed constructs
(20, 22, 76, 77). Therefore, a better understanding of molecular mechanisms in ELP
LLPS will not only add new aspects into current theories on protein phase separation, but
also lead to future developments on bio-responsive materials. In this section, the
sequence characteristics of ELPs and the major achievements in over nearly 50 years of
structural studies are reviewed.
Disorderedness encoded in the primary sequence of ELPs
The most noticeable feature in the ELP sequences is having numbers of tandem
repeats, which contain a high proportional composition of glycine and proline residues.
This low complexity sequence is thought to be the origin of structural disorder and
flexibility of ELPs (8, 78). Proline is the primary contributor to structural rigidity due to
its limited distributions of the phi dihedral angle that hinders the formation of an α-helix
or β-sheet (79). On the contrary, glycine provides great flexibility into the polypeptide
backbone due to the absence of a bulky side chain. This property allows the polypeptide
to sample different conformations (8). Combining these two structural tendencies allows
ELPs to retain their structural integrities in both the dispersed state and the phaseseparated state (80). Another aspect of the primary sequence of ELPs is that it contains
very few ionizable residues and exhibits moderately high hydrophobicity: they fall into
the “globules and tadpoles” region of a Das-Pappu phase diagram, and appear in the
native folded region in an Uversky plot (44). Clearly, there are other factors contributing
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to backbone conformation sampling, which might lead to a new understanding of protein
disorder.
Sequence determinants of phase separation of ELPs
As previously mentioned in the Introduction section, there are a variety of
parameters that control the LLPS of ELPs, such as, the number of tandem repeats and
composition of the guest residue. It could be a rational explanation that altering the type
of guest residue causes hydropathy and charge changes, which might affect the
coacervation of ELPs. Conversely, the role of low sequence complexity tandem repeats in
the phase separation of ELPs is still under extensive discussion. A previous study on the
protein data bank (PDB) has shown that protein sequences with more regular composition
patterns, for example, tandem repeat patterns, a precise spacing of the same types of
amino acid across sequence, have higher tendencies to be unstructured (81). ELPs are
perfect examples of this with a canonical repeat unit VPGXG, in which the structurally
rigid proline residues are periodically spaced by other relatively flexible residues, such
as, glycine. Muiznieks and Keeley have shown that replacing some proline residues of
ELPs to alanine lower the proline spacing, which results in the deficient formation of
coacervated droplets (82). Importantly, mutations of proline residues to glycine cause not
only an increase in structural flexibility, but only promote the formation of amyloid-like
fibers instead of the liquid-like droplets (78). It is likely that the increasing backbone
flexibility allows the packing of β-sheet, which further results in the formation of
amyloid-like structure (83). Overall, having a tandem repeat sequence composition with
high proline content plays a significant role in the LLPS of ELPs.
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Structural models of ELPs and their coacervation
While the relationship between ELP association, temperature, and concentration
has been thoroughly studied, the mechanism of coacervation remains a subject of intense
study. A variety of structural models have been proposed to explain the properties of
elastin. Initially, Hoeve and Flory proposed that elastin follows the classical theory of
rubber elasticity, where, the backbone chains have a Gaussian distribution of end-to-end
chain lengths, and a narrowing of this distribution causes a decrease of entropy, which
provides the source of the elasticity (84). Some experiments support this classic rubber
elasticity model including an isotropic structure (85), highly mobile chains (86-88), and
conformational disorder of ELP (89, 90). However, random coil models of elastin are at
odds with evidence from other experiments, which suggest a significant amount of
structural propensity for β-turns and γ-turns. This evidence includes data from studies
employing FTIR and NMR spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD), and Raman
spectroscopy (89, 91-93). Urry and co-workers postulated that elastin adopts a
structurally ordered model, which assumes a random coil structure below the TT and a
highly ordered motif β-spiral, above the TT (94). Support for this model includes NMR,
CD, and Raman studies, which indicate that ELP adopts type II β-turns at high
concentrations and temperature (15, 94-97). This model, however, is not supported by
solid-state NMR (90) studies on hydrated (VPGVG)n, which suggests that, below the TT,
β-spirals do not form. Prior work, therefore, suggests that ELPs exhibit both disordered
(random-coil) and ordered (type II β-turns) structural features below the TT, but the
specifics of this interplay remain poorly understood.
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Understanding IDPs by analysis of ELPs
Significant progress has been made on explaining some structural behaviors of
IDPs (reviewed in previous sections); however, there are still confusions that need to be
resolved before applying to the ELPs. For example, there is an inconsistency between
observations of high structural flexibility and high propensity of ordered conformation
(type II β-turn). This inconsistent observation must result from the primary sequence of
ELPs. Composition of ELP sequences has made them an ideal model for studying how
glycine/proline motif and tandem repeats contribute to protein disorder. Also, the
modularity in ELP sequences, the guest residue in the pentapeptide repeat unit, provides
an opportunity to create a block-copolymer with an alternating pattern of one more
hydrophobic region and another more polar region. This pseudoperiodic, low complexity
sequence provides a powerful toolbox to investigate the role of tandem repeats in protein
disorder.
Furthermore, the LLPS of ELPs is a unique case: it exclusively depends on
hydrophobic interactions that are considered as an entropically driven process;
conversely, most known systems undergo an enthalpically driven process (58, 64, 74).
Also, it is known that ELPs experience an increase of type II β-turn propensity as
temperature increases (15, 95-98). It is still unclear how this temperature dependent
structural component contributes to the LLPS of ELPs. Understanding of how ELPs
interact during the phase separation will provide a good complement to the current
knowledge of protein involved phase separation, and to further development of these
stimuli-responsive biomaterials.
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Integrative approaches to study IDPs and their phase-separated states
The interactions involved in phase separation, occur over multiple length scales,
from the atomic scale (Å) to the micron scale, which makes it very difficult for just one
analytical technique to obtain a whole picture of how droplets form. For example,
traditional microscopy methods will not be able to provide residue-level resolution;
similarly, NMR spectroscopy has a size limitation on higher-order assemblies. Therefore,
combining multiple complementary methods will provide more detailed structural
information during phase separation over different size and time scales.
NMR spectroscopy
Over the past two decades, NMR spectroscopy has become a powerful tool for
structural and dynamics studies of IDPs by the advantages of comprehensive chemical
shift assignment strategies. The traditional proton-detected NMR suffers a significant
problem with overlap and the abundance of proline resonances, which are often found in
IDP sequences. These have been overcome by 1) developments on non-uniform
sampling, which significantly reduces the instrument time on high-dimensional (3D/4D)
NMR experiments (99-103); 2) faster NMR acquisition by longitudinal 1H relaxation
enhancements (104); and 3) 13C direct-detect NMR using cryogenically cooled probes
(105, 106). The chemical shift values for each residue throughout the chain not only
report the backbone conformation (107, 108), but also can be used to predict the
backbone flexibility (109). Furthermore, chemical shift perturbations can be used to
identify the interaction sites among the low-complexity domains (64, 110).
As previously reviewed, droplets are found to be under a rapid diffusion with the
surrounding materials, which are potentially reflected by external conditions (i.e. pH, salt
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concentration, and temperature). Hence, the measurement and interpretation of the
dynamic parameters of phase-separated IDPs require much circumspection. In a recent
study of NPM1, a protein abundant in the nucleolus, which can phase separate through
binding with arginine-rich proteins and RNA, the 15N longitudinal relaxation (R1),
transverse chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA), as well as, dipole-dipole cross-relaxation
(𝜂𝑥𝑦 ) provide key insights of molecular motion within liquid-like droplets (111). Further,
pulsed field gradient (PFG) experiments can be used to measure diffusion coefficients,
which give protein dynamics while crossing phase boundary (58).
In addition, interactions relevant to phase separation are thought to be low-affinity
transient interactions (112, 113). Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) has
emerged as a useful tool to study a system in fast exchange (𝜏𝑒𝑥 < 250~500 𝜇𝑠) with
lowly populated states (0.1~10%) (114, 115). PRE measurements often requires an
engineered cysteine site to attach the paramagnetic spin label (e.g. nitroxide spin label,
MTSL or TEMPO), which might unintentionally perturb structure or interactions.
Another notable limitation of NMR approaches is that ensemble averaged NMR
parameters might not be suitable to represent rapid conformational fluctuation (ps-ns)
within IDPs (116, 117). To overcome these limitations, other complementary methods
(e.g. single-molecule fluorescence experiments) are necessary to study dynamic systems
like phase separated IDPs.
Computational and theoretical approaches
A wide variety of computational methods have been developed to describe the
structure and dynamics of IDPs, which can be mainly classified into two groups: 1)
directly generated ensembles of IDPs de novo without experimental inputs; 2) methods
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utilizing experimental restraints to guide or select an ensemble of conformers (118, 119).
Examples of the first group of approaches include molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,
and enhanced methods such as replica-averaged metadynamics (120-123) and Monte
Carlo sampling methods (124, 125). Since these simulations are often carried out without
experimental restraints, choosing a correct force field becomes very important to sample
accurate conformational space; however, the ensembles obtained from current force
fields are notably different (126). The other group of approaches is to use of the
experimental data as restraints in ensemble generation. The fundamental hypothesis of
these methods is that a weighted averaged ensemble can reproduce structural behaviors of
IDPs. Therefore, a smaller set of conformers is selected from a pre-generated pool of
conformations (118, 119). Experimental restraints often include small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS), and NMR measurements, such as chemical shifts, PRE
measurements, and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) (118, 119, 127). The limitation of
this type of approach is that there are only limited numbers of experimental restraints
available compared to the degrees of freedom in the IDPs. For example, there are more
than 299 degree of freedom within a 100 residue of IDP; however, the available NMR
measurements determine significantly less than that.
One aspect of modeling IDPs and their phase change behavior describes them as a
homogeneous polymer. Pappu and colleagues have developed a theory to explain the
aggregation of polyglutamine in Huntington’s disease, which can be generalized to
liquid-liquid phase separation (45, 46, 128). In this model, the protein sequence are
parsed into multiple segments based on a length scale, referred to as “blobs”, which is
normally set to be 7-10 amino acids (129). Beyond the scales of blobs, the balance of
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chain–chain, chain–solvent, and solvent–solvent interactions is at least of the order of the
thermal energy, so that the chain properties follow Flory’s rotational isomeric state model
(130). Under good solvent conditions, the chain–solvent interaction is in favor and the
chain will be in a swollen coil state. On the contrary, under poor solvent conditions, the
chain-chain interaction is more favorable, in which the chain collapses into a globular
state. With a consideration of inter- v.s. intra-molecular interactions, the LLPS can be
described as a process of intermolecular blob interactions overcome intramolecular blob
interactions. Although this conceptual framework has been successfully applied to
understand the aggregation of polyglutamine, the field is still lacking knowledge of the
basic intermolecular interactions during LLPS, which limits this type of polymer-based
simulation.
In conclusion, neither of these two approaches can alone solve the puzzle of
protein phase separation either because of a lack of detailed structural insights or the
limitation of technique itself; therefore, a combination of multiple methods or approaches
is needed to understand the molecular mechanism of LLPS.
Overview of dissertation
Chapter 2. As mentioned above, as temperature increases, ELPs experience an
increased propensity for type II β-turns. Our hypothesis is that the interactions within the
LLPS state are initiated at the β-turn positions. Using dynamic light scattering (DLS),
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, paramagnetic relaxation enhancement
(PRE), and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, we have characterized
structural properties of self-association in our ELPs. NMR chemical shifts suggest that
ELPs adopt a β-turn conformation even at temperatures below the transition temperature
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(TT). The intermolecular PRE reveals there is a stronger interaction between the higher βturn propensity regions. This structural property has thermodynamic consequences, as
accessible surface area changes dramatically as oligomers are formed from monomers
with a high β-turn content. Together, these observations suggest a model where ELP selfassociation is initiated at β-turn positions, where the driving force of phase separation is
solvent exclusion due to changes in the hydrophobic accessible surface area.
Charter 3. Based on the conclusions in Charter 2, a series of structural ensembles
were generated for a (VPGXG)150 construct incorporating differing amounts of β-turn
bias, from 1% to 90%, throughout the chain. To mimic the early stages of the phase
change, two monomers were paired, assuming preferential interaction at β-turn regions.
This approach was justified by the observation that buried hydrophobic turns are
commonly observed to interact in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Following dimerization,
the ensemble-averaged hydrodynamic properties were calculated for each degree of βturn bias, and results were compared with analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC)
experiments at various temperatures. We find that the temperature dependence of the
𝑜
sedimentation coefficient (𝑠20,𝑊
) can be reproduced by increasing the β-turn content in

the structural ensemble. This analysis allows us to estimate the presence of secondary
structure and weak associations under experimental conditions. Moreover, our models
can be used to generate structural hypotheses for the early stages of IDP self-association.
Because disordered proteins frequently exhibit weak biases in secondary structure
propensity, these experimentally-driven ensemble calculations may complement existing
methods for modeling IDPs generally.
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CHAPTER II
OBSERVATION OF INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTION AND DYNAMICS IN
THE EARLY STAGES OF ELP PHASE SEPARATION
Abstract
Elastin-Like Proteins (ELPs) have been proposed as a novel drug delivery vector
for treating cancer. These proteins undergo a reversible phase separation above a specific
temperature, allowing ELPs to be thermally targeted to cancerous tumors. Though proven
successful in mouse models, without a molecular understanding of how ELPs interact
during the phase separation, it remains extremely difficult to optimize these molecules for
drug delivery in humans. Microscopic examination of the ELPs at elevated temperature
suggests that liquid-liquid phase separation is occurring above the transition temperature
(TT). Previous studies suggested that, as temperature increases, ELPs experience an
increased propensity for type II β-turns. Our hypothesis is that the interaction is initiated
at the β-turn positions. Using dynamic light scattering, nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (NMR), and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE), we have
characterized structural properties of self-association in our ELPs. NMR chemical shifts
suggest that ELPs adopt a β-turn conformation even at temperatures below TT. The
intermolecular PRE reveals there is a stronger interaction between the middle regions of
sequence (A84 vs. A84) than other interactions involving the N/C termini. Together,
these observations suggest a model where ELP self-association is initiated at β-turn
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positions in the center of the protein sequence. Even though the sequence is highly
repetitive throughout, this behavior might be explained by fraying of β-turns at the Nand C-termini, giving these regions a lower propensity for initiating the interaction.
Introduction
In the previous chapter, ELPs as a model of IDPs and LLPS has been critically
explained. While there is a multiple-experimental evidence showing a temperaturedependent increase of type II β-turn content, the role of the formation of type II β-turn in
the ELP phase separation is still unclear. It is likely that type II β-turn conformation can
serve as a nucleation site for ELP phase separation since more hydrophobic surface
exposed in the type II β-turn conformation. In this chapter, we demonstrate that, ELPs
prefer to interact with themselves at the type II β-turn favored region. A combination of
PRE and EPR methods was applied to study the early stages of ELP phase separation,
and a brief introduction of these two techniques is given below.
PRE originates from the dipolar interactions between a nuclei and an unpaired
electron of a paramagnetic system, which often requires site-directed spin labeling at a
cysteine site. PRE represents a distance-based measurement that is widely used to
identify transient long-range contacts in disordered proteins (1, 2). Conventionally, the
observed PRE is proportional to the 𝑟 −6, where 𝑟 is the distance between the
paramagnetic center and the nucleus of interest. This relationship can be further described
by the Solomon-Bloembergen equation (3, 4):
Γ2 =

1 𝜇0 2 𝛾𝐼2 𝑔2 𝜇𝐵2 𝑆(𝑆 + 1)
3𝜏𝑐
( )
[4𝜏
+
]
𝑐
15 4𝜋
𝑟6
1 + (𝜔𝐼 𝜏𝑐 )2
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where 𝜏𝑐 is the correlation time for the electron-nuclear interaction vector (i.e. 4×10-9 s
for an unfolded protein), and 𝜔𝐼 is the nuclei Larmor frequency in 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ∙ 𝑠 −1 , 𝜇0 is the
permeability of free space, 𝛾𝐼 the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, 𝑔 is the electron gfactor, 𝜇𝐵 is the magnetic moment of the unpaired electron, and 𝑆 is the electron spin
quantum number. Due to the large magnetic moment of an unpaired electron (𝜇𝐵 ), it
allows the PRE to detect interactions separated up to 35 Å (depending on the type of
paramagnetic system). Experimentally, the PRE rate is usually measured as the difference
in the transverse relaxation rates (Γ2 ) between the paramagnetic state (𝑅2,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎 ) and
diamagnetic state (𝑅2,𝑑𝑖𝑎 ) of the sample:
Γ2 = 𝑅2,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎 − 𝑅2,𝑑𝑖𝑎
In the fast-exchange regime on the NMR time-scale, the ensemble-averaged 〈Γ2 〉
can be given by a population weighted averages of the PREs of the different states. It has
been shown that PRE can be a powerful tool to study transient intermolecular interactions
between low populated species (5-8).
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, an analogue of NMR
spectroscopy, is based on the splitting of energy levels in unpaired electrons instead of
atomic nuclei. Since unpaired electrons are extremely rare in proteins (except some
metalloproteins containing Fe3+ or Cu2+), EPR experiments usually require site-special
spin labeling, which are selectively introduced into the proteins via cysteine substitution
mutagenesis, followed by covalent modification of the sulfhydryl group. Usually,
nitroxide radicals are chosen as probe molecules due to their simple spectrum, wellknown characteristics, and minimal disruptions on protein structure (9-11).
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A typical three-resonance-line continuous wave (CW) EPR spectrum of nitroxide
radical is simulated and shown in Figure 2.1. The peaks originate from Zeeman splitting
of the unpaired electron in the presence of an external magnetic field (B0). Due to the
1

hyperfine coupling of the unpaired electron with 14N-nucleus (𝐼 = 2), the final spectrum
appears as a triplet line shape. At room temperature, the shape of CW EPR spectra not
only reports on the aqueous environment of a spin label, but also indicates the rotational
mobility of spin label. For example, the position of the center of peaks and splitting of the
resonance lines, which correspond to the g-factor of electron and the isotropic hyperfine
constant (aiso) respectively (Figure 2.1), have been shown to be dependent on the polarity
and hydrophobicity of spin label environment (12, 13). In the fast motion regime, the
shape of EPR spectra is considered to be a result of motional averaging of anisotropic
movement of the spin label; therefore, a restricted motion of the spin label will result in a
change in line shape in the EPR spectrum. For example, in Figure 2.1, an EPR spectrum
simulation was preformed using three different rotational correlation times (𝜏𝑐 ), in which
both the peak-to-peak amplitudes and the line width of peaks are changing as the 𝜏𝑐
changes. In a previous simulation on how the rotational correlation times affect the peakto-peak amplitudes, it has been shown that the peak-to-peak amplitude ratio, h(+1)/h(0),
can serve as a direct indicator of the spin label mobility (14). Overall, EPR spectroscopy
provides a very good complement to NMR experiments since a nitroxide radical is
already needed for PRE experiments. In this chapter, a combination of multiple
techniques, including both NMR and EPR methods, was used to reveal the properties of
the intermolecular interaction and dynamics in the early stages of ELP phase separation.
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Figure 2.1

Simulated CW EPR spectra of nitroxide radicals using easyspin (15), a
Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) software package.

h(+1), h(0), and h(-1) are the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the low-field, central-field, and
high-filed resonance lines, respectively.
Materials and methods
Construct design, protein expression, and protein purification
The constructs are designed in silico and purchased from GeneArt gene synthesis
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA). The sequences were cloned into a
pET25b vector and expressed in Escherichia coli BLR(DE3) cells. Non isotopicallylabeled samples were grown in terrific broth (TB) medium, and 15N (15N and 13C)
isotopically labeled samples were grown in M9 minimal medium. The purification was
performed as described previously (16, 17). For the cysteine variants, dithiothreitol
(DTT) was added to keep the cysteine in reduced form during the whole purification
process. In the last step, DTT was removed by a HiTrap 5mL desalting column (GE
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Healthcare), and exchanged into the water. Purified proteins were flash-frozen and
lyophilized for the long-term storage.
Nitroxide spin-labeling and cysteine blocking
Six ELP40 single-site cysteine variants at the natural isotopic abundance were
prepared and labeled with a paramagnetic spin label spin, (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3pyrroline-3-methyl)-methanethiosulfonate (MTSL) from Toronto Research Chemicals.
The same constructs were also used for the PRE measurements. To prevent the formation
of disulfide linked dimers, cysteine sites were covalently blocked by s-methyl
methanethiosulfonate (MMTS) from Sigma-Aldrich.

Scheme 2.1

The thiol-thiosulfonate reactions for MTSL and MMTS labeling.

Since both two reactions are based on thiosulfonate group, the same protocol was
used for both MTSL labeling and cysteine blocking. The lyophilized proteins were
dissolved into H2O and kept in ice until cysteine site-specific labeling reagent was added.
The free thiol groups in the solution were qualitatively determined by the Ellman's Test
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(18). Based on the measurement, a 10-fold (100-fold) excess of MTSL (MMTS) was
added into protein. The reaction was buffered by sodium phosphate (pH 8), and incubated
overnight in dark under 4°C. Unreacted labeling reagents were removed by a HiTrap
5mL desalting column (GE Healthcare). Mass spec cannot be used to confirm the final
product due to the lack of charged residues in the ELP40 sequence. Instead, a silver
stained SDS-PAGE gel was used to confirm labeling, and dimeric ELP was found to be
less than 1%, when MMTS or MTSL was attached. In the absence of spin label, ELP40
readily dimerized. The success of labeling was also confirmed by 1H-13C HSQC, in
which the spectra showed a single oxidized Cβ peak. The final samples were lyophilized
for long-term storage. The extinction coefficient for ELP40 was calculated to be 567,120
M-1 cm-1 at 205 nm (19, 20) and was used for concentration determination.
Dynamic light scattering
A Wyatt Technology DynaPro NanoStar DLS with Peltier temperature control
was used to measure the hydrodynamic radius of ELP40. 600 𝜇M ELP40 samples, which
were prepared as the same condition with NMR sample (see below), were filtered using a
0.02 𝜇M Whatman Anotop syringe filter (GE Healthcare). 2 𝜇L sample was used to fill
up the DLS quartz cuvette, then covered by 5 𝜇L paraffin oil to prevent dust
contamination and solvent evaporation. Before starting the measurements, the cuvette
was inspected to ensure no air bubbles were present, and allowed to equilibrate for 10
min after being placed into the instrument. The acquisition time was set as 10s, and the
laser power was set to 50%. The data were acquired from 298K to 323K in one-degree
increments. For each temperature, the system was equilibrated for 2 min before taking a
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measurement. The ELP40 hydration radii were measured using the regularization fit
functionality of the DYNAMICS software.
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
EPR spectra were recorded with a Bruker EMX081 spectrometer (9.4 GHz)
equipped with a resonator (ER 4119HS) containing a quartz dewar insert attached to a
nitrogen gas temperature controller (ER4131VT, Bruker). 10 μL samples (300 μM) were
loaded into 0.6 mm inner diameter fused quartz capillaries (Vitrocom) and plugged the
bottom with Critoseal (Leica) capillary sealant. The loaded capillary was placed into a
standard 4 mm quartz EPR sample tube (Wilmad). Samples were incubated for 5 min at
298K before tuning the microwave cavity and bridge. Spectra were acquired using field
modulation at 100 kHz with 1 G amplitude, 1 mW power, and an 80 G sweep width. The
spectra were acquired in 2 degrees temperature increment.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
All NMR samples were prepared in 50mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4) to reduce
effects from hydrogen exchange. Samples contained 200uM DSS, 6% D2O, and protein
concentration of 600 𝜇M in a total volume of 500 µL. All spectra were recorded on a 600
MHz Bruker Avance III cryoprobe-equipped NMR spectrometer. Spectra were processed
with NMRPipe (21). Processed NMR spectra were assigned and visualized using Sparky
3.115 (TD Goddard and DG Kneller, UCSF). For temperature coefficient of amide proton
chemical shift measurements, all spectra were referenced directly to DSS for the 1H
dimension, and the 15N dimension was referenced indirectly. Amide proton chemical
shifts were obtained from 1H-15N HSQC experiment in three temperatures (288K, 298K,
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and 307K). Intermolecular PREs experiments were carried out on 15N labeled ELP40
with cysteine site blocked mixed with MTSL labeled ELP40 at native isotopic abundance
in a ratio of 1:1. A transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) version of a
2D pulse scheme with a total of seven relaxation delays (2, 30, 100, 130, 160, 200, and
250 ms) was used to measure 1HN-𝑅2 (22). Intermolecular transverse PREs (1HN-Γ2
values) were calculated from the difference in the transverse 1HN-𝑅2 rates between the
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎

paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples (Γ2 = 𝑅2

− 𝑅2𝑑𝑖𝑎 ). The diamagnetic control

experiments were repeated after the spin labels were reduced with 10-fold excess
ascorbic acid, adding 2.6 𝜇L from a 1M stock to prevent the sample dilution. Reduced
samples were placed in dark for at least 2h to ensure complete reduction of the spin label.
Results
ELP40 construct design and examination of the TT
A total of seven constructs were used for structural studies (Figure 2.2 A and B).
ELP40, a NMR suitable construct, has been recently designed and assigned (see chapter
3). Most of the guest residues were valine (black bold), chosen to lower TT and maintain
consistency with previous research (23). The feature of this construct is that a total of six
different types of amino acids were used as guest residues (red bold) throughout the
polypeptide chain, which serve as structural probes that were assigned via NMR. The six
single-site cysteine variants were used for paramagnetic experiments (PRE and EPR
experiments). A notable difference between ELP40 and its six single-site cysteine
variants (Figure 2.2 B) is that six novel guest residue sites were replaced by an alternating
pattern of alanine (A) and threonine (T). The reason why we chose these guest residues is
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explained in hydrophobic artifact section below. All constructs are able to reproduce the
temperature-induced LLPS (Figure 2.2 C inset) and the TT is concentration dependent.
Here, DLS was used to determine the TT for a PRE sample in protein concentration 300
𝜇M (Figure 2.2 C). Below the TT, a minor hydrodynamic size increase (< 2nm) was
observed in the DLS experiment, which might suggest that ELP self-associations occur
even below the TT. We refer to this observation as the early stages of ELP selfassociation.
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Figure 2.2

(A, B) Schematic representation of ELP40. (C) Examination of the phase
separation of ELP40 using dynamic light scattering.

In panel A and B, the six non-valyl guest residues are highlighted (red residues; blocks of
guest-residue repeat units are highlighted with colored blocks). In panel B, six single-site
cysteine variants were introduced the red highlighted sites, respectively. In panel C, the
inset pictures are the ELP40 NMR sample (1 mM) under room temperature (RT) and
heated condition (above the TT).
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Examination of structural features of ELP40
In order to further assess the structural changes on ELP40 during temperature
changes, the temperature coefficient of amide-proton chemical shifts (ΔδNH/ΔT) was used
to correlate with the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (24, 25). In our case,
H/D exchange was not used due to the highly dynamic structure of ELP. In principle, a
temperature-dependent chemical shift change can be caused by either changes in the
exchange rate between the surrounding water and the amide proton or changes in the
hydrogen bonding (in particular, intramolecular hydrogen bonds). The magnitude of
ΔδNH/ΔT can provide some insight into structure, for example, solvent inaccessibility,
location of reversing turns, and changes in the turn population (25-27). For an
intramolecular hydrogen bonded amide proton, a less negative ΔδNH/ΔT will be expected,
because hydrogen bonding deshields it to downfield chemical shifts. This downfield shift
is opposed by a fast exchange with the water magnetization, which normally shifts
disordered proton chemical shifts upfield. Due to the ELPs’ highly dynamic structures,
the observed chemical shifts will be population-weighted averages of the shifts in the
random coil state and the β-turn state (an intramolecular hydrogen bonded state). Based
on our hypothesis, as the temperature increased, the β turn state becomes more populated.
The ensemble-averaged chemical shift will shift toward the β turn value. From the
difference between temperature coefficients, it provides some insight into changes in the
β-turn state population in the early stage of ELP association.
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Figure 2.3

Chemical shift of the amide protons as a function of temperature. (A)
VPGKG, residue 1-5 (B) VPGTG, residue 41-45 (C) VPGAG, residue 8185 and (D) VPGLG, residue 201-205 at pH 4.

For each residue, the δNH were fit to a straight line by linear regression. The different
guest residues are highlighted in red.
The newly assigned contrast ELP40 allows us to assess the structure of individual
ELP repeat throughout the sequence. Three sets of NMR spectra of ELP40 were recorded
under 288K (a low temperature), 298K (room temperature), and 307K (close to the TT) to
extract the ΔδNH/ΔT. A linearity, instead of nonlinearity, of the temperature-dependence
of δNH was observed on all five sets of three residues surrounding the newly introduced
guest residue (Figure 2.3). We found that the residues within the two repeats around the
N/C termini have a similar temperature coefficient, suggesting that there was no β-turn
formation as temperature increases. This result can be interpreted as the N/C termini
having a lower propensity to form a β-turn structure. On the other hand, the guest
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residues (T44 and A84) in the middle of sequence were having a notably lower (less
negative) ΔδNH/ΔT compared to other residues within the same repeat (Figure 2.3 B,C).
To test whether the temperature coefficient difference is significant, 95% confidence
intervals of temperature coefficients were calculated using jackknifing resampling (28),
which enabled the calculation of p-values (Table 2.1) (29). The results agree with our
original assessments that slopes in the central repeats behave significantly different than
those at the terminal repeats. Overall, there observations show that, except the N/C
termini, the ELP40 does indeed exhibit increased β-turn propensity at higher temperature.
Table 2.1

p-values calculated from 95% confident intervals for temperature
coefficients.
Combination

p-values

K4 vs. G3

0.8403

K4 vs. G5

0.6638

K4 vs. V1

0.0108

T44 vs. V41

<0.0001

T44 vs. G45

0.7879

T44 vs. G43

<0.0001

A84 vs. G83

<0.0001

A84 vs. V81

<0.0001

A84 vs. G85

<0.0001

S164 vs. G163

<0.0001

S164 vs. G165

<0.0001

S164 vs. V161

<0.0001

L204 vs. V201

0.149

L204 vs. G205

0.0738

L204 vs. G203

<0.0001
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Site-directed spin labeling and MMTS cysteine-site blocking
In order to further characterize the early stages of ELP self-association,
intermolecular PRE experiments were performed, which requires site-directed spin
labeling via cysteine. For intermolecular PRE experiments, it requires two protein
samples: one is 15N-labeled, which is NMR active; the one is at natural isotopic
abundance, 99.6% of 14N, which is NMR silent. The MTSL spin label was attached to
14

N-labeled protein, so the relaxation enhancements in 15N-labeled protein were

exclusively caused by intermolecular interaction.
As descripted in Materials and Methods section, MTSL spin label was covalently
attached to six single-site ELP40 cysteine variants. To test whether MTSL labeling is
complete and successful, gel electrophoresis was performed on a MTSL labeled ELP40
and an unlabeled ELP40 cysteine variant as a control. Samples were heated for 30 min at
pH condition of 8, so unlabeled proteins will form dimers; however, the majority of
successfully labeled protein will stay in monomer form upon heating. As shown in Figure
2.4, under the same conditions, there is a dimer band in the control sample but not in
MTSL labeled sample. This result suggests that the MTSL labeling was successful. The
same labeling protocol was used for both MTSL labeling and MMTS blocking that
cysteine residues are protected from dimer oxidation.
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Figure 2.4

Confirmation of successful MTSL labeling using SDS-PAGE gel assay.

Unlabeled ELP forms dimer upon heating due to the free sulfhydryl group capable of
forming covalent disulfide bond. In contrast, the successfully MTSL labeled ELP stays as
monomer.
Probing intermolecular interactions using intermolecular PRE
A recent analytical ultracentrifuge (AUC) study on ELP150, a larger construct,
has shown that ELPs experience a weak, indefinite isodesmic self-association below the
TT (16). Similar behaviors were also observed in ELP40 DLS experiments with an
increase in RH. Since the self-association of ELP was often descripted as a weak
interaction with fast-exchange in NMR time scale, intermolecular PRE experiments were
used to locate where ELP self-association occurs. To exclude the PREs raised from intrapeptide interactions, transverse relaxation rates (R2) were exclusively measured on 15Nlabeled ELP in the presence of the same protein concentration of14N-labeled ELP with
MTSL spin label attached.
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Concentration dependence of intermolecular PRE profiles
Before applied to all combinations, an optimal concentration needs to be found
out for the intermolecular PRE experiments. A test was performs on a 1:1 mixture of 15Nlabeled T44C ELP40 and 14N-labeled A4C with the MTSL spin label at two
concentrations of 375 𝜇M and 750 𝜇M, in total of 750 𝜇M and 1500 𝜇M protein
concentration. A concentration-dependent behavior was observed (Figure 2.5). While
their magnitudes are different, the overall Γ2 trends are similar. As temperature increases,
ELP molecules start interacting with each other resulting in a stronger relaxation
enhancement; however, when temperature reaches the TT, ELP undergoes phase
separation, which lowers the concentration of MTSL-ELP conjugate in the solution. As a
consequence, the intermolecular distance between ELPs increases, and the PRE effect
decreases. Since the overall trends are the same between the two different concentrations,
the MTSL concentration of 300 𝜇M, in a total of 600 𝜇M ELP40, is used in the rest of the
PER experiments.
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Figure 2.5

Concentration-dependent intermolecular PRE profiles for a mixture of 15Nlabeled T44C ELP40 and 14N-labeled A4C with the MTSL spin label at pH
4.

Hydrophobic artifacts between spin label and ELP40
Historically, NMR peak assignments are extremely difficult for ELPs due to their
highly repeatable sequence and severe peak overlapping. In our newly designed ELP40,
six distinctive guest residues were introduced to monitor conformational propensity
throughout the chains; however, preliminary PRE experiments showed a preferential
interaction between certain guest residues and the MTSL spin label (Figure 2.6). For
example, when the MTSL spin label was attached to the N-terminal of ELP40 (A4C), the
C-terminal region of ELP40 (L204) experienced a stronger relaxation enhancement than
other regions of protein suggesting a preferential interaction between the N- and Cterminus; however, when the MTSL location was moved to the C-terminus, it suggested a
different interaction pattern, in which the C-terminus-C-terminus interaction is favored.
More importantly, the preference of intermolecular interactions roughly follows the
hydrophobicity of amino acids: leucine is most hydrophobic among the five guest
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residues, and is also the residue that appears to interact most favorably with MTSL. On
the other hand, the charged residue, lysine, shows the least favorable interaction. This
observation can be interpreted as hydrophobic interactions between hydrophobic
sidechains and hydrophobic pyrroline ring in MTSL (30). Thus, six distinctive guest
residues were replaced by an alternating pattern of alanine and threonine (Figure 2.2 B),
which is expected to prevent residue specific interactions, while making it somewhat
more challenging to assign because of spectral overlap. Instead of using the wild type
ELP40, the single-site cysteine variants were used to obtain site-specific information by
taking the advantage of the unique chemical shifts from the cysteine residue. Meanwhile,
the cysteine residues most be blocked by MMTS to prevent artifacts from the formation
of disulfide-linked dimers. The disadvantage of this new strategy is, for one
intermolecular PRE experiment, a series of relaxation measurements (relaxation period
vs. time) must be obtained for even distance to be measured each requiring separate
constructs (cysteine variants). So, solving the puzzle of ELP interactions requires
multiple combinations of MTSL labeling sites and MMTS blocking sites, and a detailed
plan is shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.6

Artificial interactions between ELP40 and MTSL spin label.

Pseudo-contact mapping of ELP interactions
To find a general interaction pattern overlying the ELP self-association, a pseudocontact map, a total of ten combinations, was scheduled for four probe sites located at
A4C, A84C, T124C, and T204C (Table 2.2). Transverse R2 rates were measured at seven
temperature points from 293 K to 311 K, in which more temperature points were
collected near the TT. In total, (eight temperatures) × (seven relaxation points) × (ten
protein combinations) × (two para-/diamagnetic pairs) HSQCs were recorded to generate
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the contact map. Intermolecular PRE profiles are plotted as a function of temperature
(Figure 2.7 A). In general, ELP40 shows a temperature-dependent self-association below
the TT. Even at 293K, far below the TT, the middle region of ELP40 (A84C and T124C) is
having a higher PRE rates showing a tendency to interact. More importantly, they cluster
into three distinctive groups: a group of strong interactions between the middle regions of
ELP40, namely three combinations between A84 and T124; a group of intermediate
interactions involving N-terminus against the central regions and a relatively weak
interaction between C-terminal against the central regions; and a group of weak
interactions between N/C terminus themselves. The results are summarized as a heat map
(Figure 2.7 B) in terms of the strongest PRE near the TT, in which it clearly shows a
preferential interaction between the central regions of ELP.

Table 2.2

A schedule for intermolecular PRE experiments.
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Figure 2.7

(A) Intermolecular PRE profiles as a function of temperature. (B) The heat
map of intermolecular interactions color-coded by the magnitude of PRE
near the TT.

Solvent PREs can potentially introduce an undesired effect on intermolecular PRE
studies especially under the high MTSL concentration condition. Therefore, a control
experiment was performed on a 1:1 mixture of 14N-labeled wild type ELP40 and 15Nlabeled ELP40 T124C variant with the cysteine site blocked. The same concentrations of
protein MTSL were used in the control experiment. Instead of attaching to protein
molecule, the MTSL spin label was directly added into the solvent to mimic the solvent
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PREs effect. The PRE profiles appear to be independent to temperature, which suggests
that the solvent PRE effects are negligible under the condition of 300 𝜇M MTSL label
spin.
Local dynamics in ELP40
As reviewed in the Introduction section, EPR spectroscopy is very sensitive to the
mobility of spin label; therefore, it can provide useful structural information on the local
dynamics of the spin label attached site. Since the backbone mobility is in the fast time
scale in EPR, it is hard to directly compare the line-width difference. Instead, the peak-topeak amplitude ratio, h(+1)/h(0), was used to evaluate the spin label mobility. EPR
spectra were collected for six spin labeling sites at different temperatures (from 298 K to
314 K) at an increment of 2 K. The h(+1)/h(0) ratio was plotted as a function of
temperature. As shown in Figure 2.8, all the six sites have a high h(+1)/h(0) ratio (>0.90),
suggesting a high mobility of the spin labeling sites. More importantly, they divide into
two distinguishable groups: 1) the two terminus (A4C and T204C) have a slight higher
h(+1)/h(0) ratio and no (less) temperature dependent; 2) the middle region of the
sequence (T44C, A84C, T124C, and T164C) starts with a slightly lower ratio, then
increases as a function of temperature. These results suggest that the spin labels at N/C
terminus are experiencing a higher mobility; however, labels in the middle of the
sequence have slightly less flexibility. These observations are consistent with β-turn
formation preferentially in the middle of the sequence from temperature coefficients of
amide proton chemical shifts.
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Figure 2.8

The variations of the spin label mobility, expressed as variations of the
h(+1)/h(0) ratio, as a function of temperature.
Discussion

The NMR-based structural study on ELP is challenging due to its highly repetitive
sequence. In this chapter, we have shown that the newly designed construct, ELP40, is
able to provide the site-specific conformation throughout the chain, as well as, the
interaction sites in the early stages of ELP phase separation. Through solution NMR
experiments, we find that both turn formation and self-association are favored in the
middle of the ELP sequence instead of the N/C terminus. Similarly, complementary EPR
experiments show that the central region of the ELP sequence experiences a slightly
lower mobility comparing to the two ends. Previously, ELP phase separation has been
described as a non-ideality interaction (16, 17) and mainly a process driven by
hydrophobic interactions (31). Turn conformation exposes more hydrophobic surface
than random coil conformation, which might result in a preferential interaction between
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type II β-turn sites. In next chapter, how type II β-turn affects ELP phase separation is
further investigated using a structure-based ensemble calculation.
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CHAPTER III
MODELING THE EARLY STAGES OF PHASE SEPARATION IN DISORDERED
ELASTIN-LIKE PROTEINS
Abstract
Elastin-like proteins (ELPs) are known to undergo liquid-liquid phase separation
reversibly above a concentration-dependent transition temperature. Previous studies
suggested that, as temperature increases, ELPs experience an increased propensity for
type II β-turns. However, how the ELPs behave below the phase transition temperature
itself is still elusive. Here, we investigate the importance of β turn formation during the
early stages of ELP self-association. We examined the behavior of two ELPs, a 150repeat construct that had been investigated previously (ELP[V5G3A2-150]), as well as a
new 40-repeat construct (ELP40) suitable for NMR measurements. Structural analysis of
ELP40 reveals a disordered conformation, and chemical shifts throughout the sequence
are insensitive to changes in temperature over 20 ˚C. However, a low population of β turn
conformation cannot be ruled out based on chemical shifts alone. To examine the
structural consequences of β turns in ELPs, a series of structural ensembles of
ELP[V5G3A2-150] were generated, incorporating differing amounts of β-turn bias
throughout the chain. To mimic the early stages of the phase change, two monomers were
paired, assuming preferential interaction at β-turn regions. This approach was justified by
the observation that buried hydrophobic turns are commonly observed to interact in the
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Protein Data Bank (PDB). Following dimerization, the ensemble-averaged hydrodynamic
properties were calculated for each degree of β-turn bias, and results were compared with
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) experiments at various temperatures. We find that
o
the temperature dependence of the sedimentation coefficient (𝑠20,w
) can be reproduced by

increasing the β-turn content in the structural ensemble. This analysis allows us to
estimate the presence of β turns and weak associations under experimental conditions.
Because disordered proteins frequently exhibit weak biases in secondary structure
propensity, these experimentally-driven ensemble calculations may complement existing
methods for modeling disordered proteins generally.
Introduction
Elastin was originally identified as the protein responsible for the reversible
contraction of isolated skeletal muscle tissue at high temperatures (1). The elastic
properties of elastin are mainly determined by its low-complexity hydrophobic domains,
which primarily consist of four amino acids (valine, proline, glycine and alanine) (2).
Elastin-like proteins (ELPs) are a class of genetically-engineered proteins that are
inspired by the hydrophobic domain of elastin, and usually consist of five-residue repeats,
VPGXG, where the guest residue (X) can be any non-prolyl amino acid. At low
temperatures, ELPs are thought to be disordered, with few conformational preferences
(3). Above a particular temperature, termed the lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) or the transition temperature (TT), ELPs undergo a reversible phase change (4-6)
into liquid droplets composed of what is reported to be condensed, desolvated protein
assemblies or aggregates. This reversible coacervation can be triggered not only by heat,
but also other stimuli such as salt (7), pH (8), and light (9). The TT of an ELP can also be
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tuned by the hydrophobicity of the guest residue and the number of unit repeats (10). The
characteristic of reversible phase separation in ELPs has led to multiple applications,
including the creation of new self-assembled materials (11), the design of molecular
sensors (12, 13), and the delivery of drugs in biomedicine (14).
While the relationship between ELP association, temperature, and concentration
has been thoroughly studied, the mechanism of coacervation remains a subject of intense
study. A variety of structural models have been proposed to explain the properties of
elastin. Initially, Hoeve and Flory proposed that elastin follows the classical theory of
rubber elasticity, where, the backbone chains have a Gaussian distribution of end-to-end
chain lengths, and a narrowing of this distribution causes a decrease of entropy, which
provides the source of the elasticity (15). Some experiments support this classic rubber
elasticity model including an isotropic structure (16), highly mobile chains (17-19), and
conformational disorder of ELP (20, 21). However, random coil models of elastin are at
odds with evidence from other experiments, which suggest a significant amount of
structural propensity for β-turns and γ-turns. This evidence includes data from studies
employing FTIR and NMR spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD), and Raman
spectroscopy (20, 22-24). Urry and co-workers postulated that elastin adopts a
structurally ordered model, which assumes a random coil structure below the TT and a
highly ordered motif β-spiral, above the TT (25). Support for this model includes NMR,
CD, and Raman studies, which indicate that ELP adopts type II β-turns at high
concentrations and temperature (5, 6, 8, 26, 27). This model, however, is not supported
by solid-state NMR (21) studies on hydrated (VPGVG)n, which suggest that, below the
TT, β-spirals do not form. Prior work, therefore, suggests that ELPs exhibit both
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disordered (random-coil) and ordered (type II β-turns) structural features below the TT,
but the specifics of this equilibrium and dynamics remain poorly understood.
Due to their biophysical properties, ELPs have been proposed as a specialized
class of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) (28). IDPs often have fractionally
populated secondary structures (29, 30), similar to the β turn bias proposed in ELPs. In
addition, IDPs frequently have high proline content, corresponding to the ~20% proline
content observed in ELPs. This high proline content influences chain dimensions for both
classes of proteins (31).The relationship between primary structure and IDP behavior has
been studied by Pappu and coworkers, who found that sequence complexity can be used
to identify distinct classes of IDPs, with correspondingly different physical properties
(32). ELPs have very few ionizable residues and exhibit moderately high hydrophobicity;
they fall into the “globules and tadpoles” region of a Das-Pappu phase diagram, and they
appear in the native folded region in an Uversky plot (33). It is therefore somewhat
surprising that ELPs are highly disordered below the transition temperature, and while
ELPs may share similarities with other IDPs, there are clear differences in behavior as
well. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used to study the reversible phase
separation of ELPs. Due to current computational limitations, MD simulations have been
used on short ELP sequences in water over timescales of 6-350 ns (34-37). These
simulations begin to explain the seemingly conflicting observations from experimental
studies. Below the TT, small ELPs exhibit structural bias, deviating from a true random
coil; on the other hand, while ELPs in simulations show increased turn propensity above
the TT, the structure does not adopt an ideal β-spiral (34, 36-38).
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Recently, a novel drug-delivery vector, ELP[V5G3A2-150] (sequence provided in
Table S1), has been developed and extensively investigated for its structural,
thermodynamic, and hydrodynamic properties (5, 6). The results show that, below the TT,
ELP[V5G3A2-150] not only adopts a random coil, but also forms temperature and
concentration dependent β-turn structures. As temperature increases, ELP[V5G3A2-150]
undergoes weak self-association, suggesting a role for β-turns in nucleation and
coacervation. These observations raise several questions about ELP behavior:
1. Can the presence of type II β-turns be reconciled with disordered behavior
below the TT?
2. How does increasing amounts of type II β-turn content alter the hydrodynamic
properties below the TT?
3. Does cis-trans prolyl isomerization significantly influence the ensemble
properties?
4. Are ensembles with type II β-turn content consistent with the weak selfassociation seen in sedimentation experiments?
To address these questions, we apply structure-biased Monte-Carlo simulations
and protein docking to model the hydrodynamic measurements on the early stages of
ELP interaction. We then test and refine these hypothesis using experimental data from
NMR spectroscopy of analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). Combined, the simulations
and experimental data begin to address the questions above and suggest a mechanism for
self-association and coacervation of ELPs.
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Materials and methods
ELP constructs and preparation
Two primary ELP constructs were used in this work: ELP40, a novel 40-repeat
construct with unique residues at five positions throughout the sequence, was used for
solution NMR characterization (Figure 3.1A). ELP[V5G3A2-150], a longer and more
extensively characterized ELP (5, 6), was used for ensemble simulations and for
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) experiments. A single-site cysteine variant of
ELP[V5G3A2-150] was also used for AUC experiment. The sequences for all proteins are
given in Table S1. The gene for ELP40 was purchased commercially from GeneArt gene
synthesis (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA). The sequence for ELP40 was
cloned into a pET25b+ plasmid vector and transformed into Escherichia coli BLR(DE3)
cells for protein expression. To maximize isotopically-labeled protein yield, E. coli cells
were gradually adapted from terrific broth (TB), to M9 minimal medium using a
previously published method (39). Samples for NMR spectroscopy were produced in M9
minimal media with 15N ammonium chloride and (optionally) 13C glucose. Protein
purification was performed as described previously (5, 40). Purified ELP40 was dialyzed
extensively (12 hr) in to water, lyophilized, and stored at -80 ˚C. ELP[V5G3A2-150], and
a variant of ELP[V5G3A2-150] with cysteine at position 2 was expressed and purified as
described previously (6).
NMR spectroscopy
All samples for NMR experiments were prepared in 50 mM sodium acetate (pH
4.0) to slow hydrogen exchange, 6% D2O, 200 µM DSS and protein concentrations of 1.0
mM in a total volume of 500 µL. All spectra were acquired on a 600 MHz Bruker
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Avance III cryoprobe-equipped NMR spectrometer. Backbone and side-chain chemical
shifts were assigned using 1H-15N HSQC, 1H-13C HSQC, HNCA, HNCO, CBCANH,
CBCA(CO)NH, (H)CC(CO)NH and TOCSY-1H-15N HSQC. Due to high proline content,
(HACA)CON and (HACA)N(CA)CON spectra were also recorded (41). For time
consideration, Non-uniform sampling (NUS) was used to acquire 3D-NMR spectra.
Sampling schedules were generated by TOPSPIN. A sampling schedule with 10%
sparsity was applied to all 3D experiments except the HNCO experiment, in which 5%
sparsity was used. Spectra were processed with NMRPipe, and the NUS spectra were
reconstructed by SMILE (42, 43). Processed NMR spectra were assigned and visualized
using Sparky 3.115 (44).
Buried turn interaction search in PDB
The buried turn search was carried out on a nonhomologous protein list obtained
from the PISCES server, containing 2,442 structures with a sequence identity ≤ 20%,
resolution ≤ 1.6 Å, and R-factor ≤ 0.25 (45). Turns were classified based on dihedral
angels: the Ramachandran plot was tiled into a series of 30°×30° ϕ, ψ-grids (46, 47), and
turns were identified based on previously described definitions (48). Solvent accessibility
was assessed using NACCESS (49) by calculating the relative solvent accessibility
(RSA). Amino acids were classified as buried if its RSAs was lower than a cutoff of 20%
(50, 51). A β-turn was classified as buried if both of its central two residues were buried.
Interacting β-turns were identified by calculating the geometric center of the backbone
atoms from the four residues involved in the turn. If two centers were closer than 7 Å,
those two turns were classified as interacting.
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Ensemble simulations with different structural propensities
Monte Carlo calculations were performed using the LINUS simulation package to
generate the structural ensembles, each with a differing fractional amount of type II βturn content (52, 53). A set of 3D coordinates for ELP[V5G3A2-150] were generated as a
linear chain conformation, which was used as the initial conformation for the simulation.
One of two possible Monte Carlo moves were chosen for each cycle, either a type II βturn move or a random coil move. Bias for β-turns was introduced by adjusting the
relative weight of each move.
The β-turn move starts by selecting a VPGXG repeat at random in the ELP
sequence (residues 𝑖 to 𝑖 + 5). Only the backbone φ, ψ values for residues 𝑖 to 𝑖 + 4 were
set to a turn conformation; residue 𝑖 + 5 was not changed in the β turn move. The logic
for this turn move is based on prior work by Urry, which suggested that a turn forms
between residue 𝑖 + 1 and 𝑖 + 2 of the VPGXG repeat (54). It is also based on the
observation that Pro-Gly pairs frequently appear in the center of type II β turns (48). The
backbone dihedral angles (ϕ, ψ) of five turn-involved residues were taken from X-ray
crystallographic data (55). To avoid steric clash and save computer time, adjacent β-turns
were excluded for levels of bias < 30%; that is, if any VPGXG repeat was already set to
be β-turn conformation, its neighboring repeats were not allowed to be β-turns as well.
This approximation makes very little difference to the observed chain dimensions when
the turn bias is low (< 10%) (48), because the likelihood of forming a pair neighboring
repeats is correspondingly low (< 20%). However, these neighboring repeats substantially
influence simulation time, increasing the time from approximately one day to one week.
If steric clash occurred, the ϕ, ψ angles of the two flanking-residues (𝑖 and 𝑖 + 4) would
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be changed to random-coil conformation (random-coil moves are described below). Up to
10 pairs of ϕ, ψ values would be attempted for residues 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 4 before the β-turn
move was rejected. Following a successful (clash-free) β-turn move, all five repeat
residues would be flagged as a turn to keep track of the overall turn content in any given
structural snapshot. If either of the two core turn residues (𝑖 + 2 or 𝑖 + 3) were selected
for a successful random coil move, all five residues would be marked as non-turn.
The random coil move starts by selecting a single residue at random throughout
the entire ELP chain. Backbone ϕ, ψ angles for these residues were sampled from the
protein coil library, with torsion angles specific to each type of residue (56). As described
in the text, cis-Pro ω angles were introduced as necessary during this move as well.
Successful, sterically-allowed moves were applied to the structure and kept for future
cycles of simulation. Snapshots of ELP structures were saved after 223 successful β-turn
or random coil moves. This number of cycles was tested to ensure that on average every
residue differed between structural snapshots. An ensemble of structures is the collection
of structural snapshots, each with independent backbone torsion angles for each residue.
Convergence was determined by calculating the rolling average of structural
properties and ensuring that doubling the size of the ensemble did not affect the
calculations by more than 1%. As with previous LINUS-based simulations of disordered
proteins (57-59), only steric clash was considered when generating structural snapshots
using hard sphere radii from the LINUS software (52). Side chains were truncated
beyond the Cβ atoms to speed generation of ensembles. A side chain move set was
introduced, but this did not influence the backbone dimensions or hydrodynamic
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properties of the ensembles (57, 59); it did, however, significantly increase the number of
unsuccessful moves because of additional steric clash (by more than a factor of ten).
Structures with a β-turn content > 30% could not be easily generated due to steric
clash. To generate these ensembles, we started with a β-spiral and selected a subset of
turns at random to eliminate steric clash. Turn φ, ψ values were randomized by
repeatedly applying the random coil move described above, except the random coil
residues were selected based on a pre-generated list. If steric clash occurred, the residue
would be temporarily changed back to the original value. The next iteration would
randomly choose another candidate in the random coil residue list. Structural snapshots
were saved only when all designated residues in the list were changed to a random coil
conformation. The next structure was generated by returning to a β-spiral conformation
and selecting a different subset of turns to randomize. This ensured that no residual
random coil conformations were repeated in consecutive structures. In this way,
ensembles of many structures could be generated with a large, well-defined fraction of βturn content. Convergence was verified as described above, and small changes to the
starting β-spiral structure did not significantly affect the final chain dimensions of
monomers or dimers.
ELP dimer generation
Type II β-turn positions in ELP monomers were confirmed by dihedral angles. As
described above, a β-turn is defined as five consecutive residues, starting at the beginning
of a VPGXG repeat, where the first four residues are locked into a turn conformation by
the simulation algorithm. To generate ELP dimers, two conformers, which were
randomly chosen from the monomeric ensemble, were placed in close proximity based on
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β-turn positions by using HADDOCK (60). In this process, HADDOCK optimized
docking by randomizing of orientations to minimize the rigid body energy. The dimer
structures were adopted after HADDOCK’s rigid body energy minimization routine. This
routine reorients the monomeric ELPs relative to one another, attempting to bury
hydrophobic accessible surface area as well as to maximize turn-turn interactions. All 5
residues in the β-turn repeats were used as Ambiguous Interaction Restraints (AIRs), and
multiple turns were allowed to interact during the formation of each dimer. Convergence
was determined by doubling the number of structures and ensuring a change in RG of less
than 1%, as described above.
Statistics of structural ensemble
Statistics of interest for each ensemble include the average RG and accessible
surface area. The geometric radius of gyration for a structural was calculated by the
following equation:
𝑁

1
𝑅𝐺 = √ ∑(𝑟⃗𝑖 − 𝑟⃗𝐶 )2 ,
𝑁
𝑖=1

where N is the number of atoms in the structure, 𝑟⃗𝑖 is the position of atom i in
three-dimensional coordinates, and 𝑟⃗𝐶 is the geometric center of the molecule. Weighting
by mass does not significantly change RG; therefore, the ensemble-averaged RG was
directly obtained by averaging over all structures in the ensemble. The ASA was
calculated using modules from the LINUS suite of programs (52, 53). The Shrake-Rupley
algorithm (61) was used with 15,360 points per atom to calculate accessible surface area.
The ΔASA of dimerization were calculated as the difference between the total monomer
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(both chains) and dimeric ASA. Hydrophobic ASA was calculated by atom type, in
which all backbone alpha carbon atoms, as well as CH2 and CH3 side chain carbon atoms,
were used for hydrophobic ASA calculations (48).
Hydrodynamics simulations
Two software packages, HYDROPRO and SOMO,(62, 63) were used to calculate
sedimentation coefficients and hydrodynamic properties. For the HYDROPRO
simulation, due to the time consuming and the memory limit of shell modeling
(INMODE 1 and 2), the bead-model was chosen (INMODE 4). The atomic element
radius (AER), or bead size, was set as 5.5 Å based on considerations described in the text.
The partial specific volume (VBAR) used in the simulation was 0.755, consistent with
experimental data and the SOMO-predicted value. Default values were used for all other
parameters. Since HYDROPRO does not directly report the frictional ratio (𝑓⁄𝑓0 ), the
following equation was used (64):
𝑓 𝑀(1 − 𝜐̅ 𝜌20,w )
1
4𝜋𝑁𝐴 1⁄3
=
∙
∙(
)
o
𝑓0
𝑁𝐴 𝑠20,w
6𝜋𝜂20,w 3𝜐̅ 𝑀
where 𝑀 is the molecular weight (𝑔⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙 ), 𝜐̅ is the partial specific volume of
ELP, 𝜌20,w is the density of the standard solvent, water at 20 °C, 𝑁𝐴 is Avogadro’s
o
number, 𝑠20,w
is the sedimentation coefficient obtained from the simulation, and 𝜂20,w is

the viscosity of water at 20 °C. For SOMO calculations, default values were used for all
parameters. Both packages were run in batch mode.
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Simulation of fast-exchange dimerization
To calculate how dimer exchange affects the hydrodynamic behavior of
ELP[V5G3A2-150] below the TT, mixtures with a fixed ratio of dimer to monomer were
generated by the Monte Carlo approach described above. For example, a 1% dimer
mixture, which contains 1,000 structures, will have 10 dimeric structures on average, and
o
990 monomeric structures. The ensemble-averaged 𝑠20,w
was calculated as the weight

average over all structures in the 1,000-structure mixture. Convergence was tested by
regenerating the mixture 1,000 times and plotting the histogram of average hydrodynamic
properties.
Results
Examination of ELP secondary structure below and near the TT using NMR
A new ELP construct, ELP40, was designed for NMR experiments (Figure 3.1).
In this sequence, the normal guest residue (Figure 3.1A, bold) was chosen to be valine to
lower TT and in order to maintain consistency with previous research (10). However,
other guest residues were also included (red), which serve as structural probes that were
assigned via NMR. This new construct was introduced for two main reasons: First, longer
constructs such as ELP[V5G3A2-150] are difficult to study using NMR because of the
large number of disordered residues. ELP40 reduces this complexity by shortening the
sequence significantly. While this property alone does not reduce overlap, it does reduce
the intensity of valine and glycine signals relative to the guest residues, making it easier
to detect signals from these residues, while retaining a sequence that behaves similar to
ELP[V5G3A2-150]. Second, the unique guest residues incorporated into ELP40 enable
monitoring of chain properties throughout the sequence. This construct is advantageous
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over a recently published ELP construct (ELP3) (65) in that it allows the solution
behavior to be monitored at locations throughout the entire sequence.
Non-uniform sampled (NUS) multidimensional NMR spectra (see Methods) were
used to assign peaks and obtain the chemical shifts at three different temperatures: 288 K,
298 K, and 307K (close to, but still below, the TT, which was measured by dynamic light
scattering, Figure A1 in the Supporting Material). These temperatures were chosen to
explore the pre-phase separation behavior of ELPs. Due to the highly repeated sequence
in ELPs, peaks associated with VPGVG units exhibited a high degree of overlap. Given
the high proline content of ELP, we asked whether the cis/trans prolyl isomerization
might lead to a significant compactness. In both the 1H-15N HSQC (Figure 3.1B) and 1H13

C HSQC (Figure A2), two sets of peaks were assigned, corresponding to VPGVG units

in the cis and trans conformations. The backbone and side-chain assignments are
available in Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (http://bmrb.wisc.edu) under
entry ID 27230. Integration of these peaks allows a direct comparison of cis and trans
populations. When averaged over all proline resonances in the 1H-13C HSQC, We find
that at 298 K, the ratio of cis:trans conformers is 7:93, and there is no significant change
in this ratio as the temperature approaches the TT (Table A2 in the Supporting Material).
This is in agreement with recent work by Reichheld, et al., who used a chemical shiftbased approach to investigate cis-trans prolyl isomerization (65).
Examination of the HSQC spectra revealed that the five non-valyl guest residues
(K4, T44, A84, S164, and L204) experienced different chemical environments and could
be readily resolved; however, the I124 was unable to be assigned, which is most likely
due to spectral overlap. Correspondingly, the glycine residues before and after these guest
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residues could also be fully assigned using standard triple-resonance NMR (Figure 3.1B).
In addition, a CBCA(CO)NH experiment (66) was used to assign prolyl carbon chemical
shifts for each of these repeat positions. Thus, the introduction of these guest residues
results in nearly complete assignments for five (V)PGXG repeats throughout the entire
ELP40 construct. The full listing of backbone and side-chain 1H, 15N, and 13C shift
assignments of ELP40 are presented in Table S3. Secondary chemical shift analysis
shows only minor structural differences between the low and high temperatures (Figures
A3-A5). To identify potential conformational bias in the sequence, we used three
common disorder analysis tools (secondary chemical shift (67, 68), δ2D (69), and
secondary structure propensity (SSP) (29)) to quantify disorder in each of the ELP40
repeat subunits. We find that the five non-valyl guest residues lack regular secondary
structure and are predominantly random coil (Figure 3.1C). Overall, ELP40 behaves as a
highly dynamic chain not only at lower temperatures, but also near the TT (Figures A3A5). While chemical shifts alone cannot rule out the presence of β turn structure, the fact
that no significant change in chemical shifts is observed with increasing temperature
suggests that β turn bias is small. Ensemble-based NMR approaches have been used to
investigate bias in disordered proteins, but these approaches require additional data
beyond chemical shifts, including scalar couplings and relaxation parameters (70, 71).
Work is ongoing to collect this data and determine if NMR experiments can place an
upper limit on β turn content.
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Figure 3.1

ELP40 is highly disordered as a monomer.

(A) Schematic representation of ELP40, highlighting the six non-valyl guest residues (red
residues; blocks of guest-residue repeat units are highlighted with colored blocks). All
guest repeat subunits could be assigned with the exception of the residues surrounding
I124. (B) 1H-15N HSQC of ELP40. Chemical shifts exhibit a narrow dispersion,
indicative of a disordered protein. General repeat subunits (VPGVG) are labeled with an
index relative to the first valine, e.g. G(i+4). Resonances originating from cis-prolyl
conformations are labeled with a prime, e.g. W206cis. The single tryptophan side chain 𝜀
resonance is shown in the inset. (C) Residue-specific disorder analysis from secondary
chemical shifts (top), δ2D (middle), and SSP (bottom). The results indicate ELP40 is
predominantly disordered.
Ensemble simulation parameters: turn-turn interactions
Guided by our observations, as well as the observations of others in the ELP
literature, we sought to develop an experimentally-driven structural model for early-stage
ELP phase separation. To that end, we investigated the structural consequences of
interacting β-turns in folded proteins. The β-turn is a common type of secondary
structure, which not only reverses the directional orientation of the protein backbone, but
also is implicated in molecular recognition and protein folding (48). Because they are
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topologically biased to expose protein surfaces, β-turns are frequent sites for proteinprotein interaction. In ELPs, it has been argued that β-turns are the primary structural
features both below and above the transition temperature (5, 6, 8, 26, 27, 65). Therefore,
it is possible that ELP self-association is initiated at the β-turn positions. This hypothesis
is supported by the existence of intermolecular NOEs between turn residues that were
shown to exist in an alternative ELP construct (65). To examine the structural feasibility
of this hypothesis, we searched for turn-turn interactions in a subset of 2,442 folded
protein chains from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). This analysis was performed to
determine if hydrophobic β-turns could be observed to interact in folded proteins, and if
so, what the structural characteristics of that interaction might be. To select for nonredundant, high quality sequences, we utilized the PISCES sever to identify protein
chains from crystal structures with low sequence identity (< 20%), high resolution (better
than1.6 Å), and refinement (R) factors better than 0.25 (45). β-turns were identified based
on the ϕ, ψ angles of the central two amino acids. In most cases, the β-turns are highly
solvent exposed, contain hydrophilic residues, and participate in other secondary
structural elements (e.g., alignment or joining of β-sheets). These higher-order features
are likely not relevant in ELPs and were thus removed. Instead, only buried β-turns with
hydrophobic residues were examined (see Methods). Using these criteria, buried,
hydrophobic β-turns were frequently found to interact in the PDB (Figure 3.2). A total of
635 (4.78%) pairs of hydrophobic turns were identified to interact in a dataset of 13,272
turn pairs. If only buried turns are included, the entire dataset shrinks to 2,327 turn pairs,
of which 212 (9.11%) are found to interact with each other (geometric distance from turn
centers < 7Å). Different cutoff distances were also examined (Table S4). While this
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analysis does not report on the energetics of turn-turn interactions, it does demonstrate
that turn-turn interactions between hydrophobic residues do occur in folded proteins and
are potentially relevant for initiating coacervation in ELPs.

Figure 3.2

(A) A distance distribution between hydrophobic turns. (B) An example of
a turn-turn interaction buried in a folded protein (PDB ID: 3HKW).

(A) As described in the text, the geometric centers are used to calculate the distance
between two turns in a library of 2,442 high-resolution, non-homologous protein
structures. (B) The first turn (starting with Phe 415, followed by Ala-Pro-Thr) and the
second involves (Starting with Ser 470, followed by Ala-Phe-Ser) are separated by 3.4 Å.
The red dashed line shows the distance between geometric centers of two turns.
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Ensemble simulation parameters: cis-trans proline content
An additional consideration in any structure-based model of ELP behavior is the
cis-trans isomerization state of proline residues. In ELPs with proline-rich sequences
(20% of residues in both ELP40 and ELP[V5G3A2-150], Table S1), prolyl cis-trans
isomerization may be important for the formation of a β-spiral and other secondary
structural motifs in elastin. Recent single-molecule force spectroscopy (72) and NMR
spectroscopy (73) shows that prolyl cis-trans isomerization in ELPs can cause local
conformational changes which relate to elongation or contraction of the protein
backbone. Here, two structural ensembles have been generated based on different proline
isomerization models for ELP[V5G3A2-150] (Figure 3.3): One model contains only cisproline residues, and the other contains only trans-prolines. With the exception of Pro ω
torsion angles, all other backbone torsions could freely sample conformations from the
protein coil library (56) to generate sterically-allowed backbone conformations (see
Methods for simulation details). The average radius of gyration (RG) from the cis-proline
ensemble is 99.90 ± 0.19 Å (unless otherwise noted, the uncertainty is given as the
standard error of the mean from the structural ensemble), while the trans-proline
ensemble gives an RG of 110.12 ± 0.22 Å. This result shows that altering the prolyl
isomerization state of the ensemble can produce a measurable difference in chain
dimensions. Based on chemical shifts in ELP40, the trans conformation is largely favored
by a ratio 93:7 (cf. 9:1 in ref. 65), and other work has shown that the isomerization rate is
slow compared to the dynamic behavior in disordered proteins (74). It therefore is
unlikely that all proline residues in a single ELP molecule will adopt an all trans or all cis
conformation at any given time. On the other hand, a cis-prolyl ω torsion does not
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eliminate the possibility of turn formation, as these repeats are still able to form type VI
β-turns. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity in our model, we assume all proline residues
are in the trans conformation.

Figure 3.3

The RG histogram for either 100% of cis- (A) or 100% trans- (B) proline
isomerization states in simulation of disordered ELP[V5G3A2-150] from
10,000 structures.

For comparison, Gaussian distribution curves having the same mean and standard
deviation with the actual distribution are plotted as solid black lines. The black vertical
dashed lines indicate average RG calculated from cis-Prolyl ELP[V5G3A2-150] ensemble
for comparison.
Ensemble simulations of monomeric ELP[V5G3A2-150]
Unlike most molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which examine the ensemble
distribution of structures generated by a particular force field, our calculations specify a
pre-determined amount of β-turn content and examine the structural consequences of that
constraint. In the traditional analysis, conformations below the TT are considered to be
largely random (54); however, recent CD and laser Raman studies (23; J. Benevides and
J. Correia, in preparation) suggest that there is a significant amount of type II β-turn even
below the TT. Based on these observations, we generated a series of biased ensembles
with different propensities of type II β-turn (1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%,
and 90%; Figure 3.4). An ensemble with 0% II β-turn bias (where backbone ψ, φ values
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were sampled entirely at random from the coil library) was also generated as a control.
The ensembles with 0%-30% bias each contained 10,000 structures. Higher degrees of
turn bias were more difficult to generate because of steric clash, and fewer structures
were used for these ensembles. Convergence of the simulations was confirmed by
examining the rolling average RG and doubling the number of structures until the average
changed by less than 1% (Figures A6-A7). Ensembles of structures are frequently used to
model observables in IDPs (75, 76), and in all cases our ensembles are as large or larger
than ensembles used in prior studies.
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Figure 3.4

Example structures with different propensities of β-turn.

Residues involved in β-turns are highlighted with yellow CPK spheres. Structures in each
column have a similar RG, ranging from 65 Å (left) to 180 Å (right).
Although 30% (and up to 90%) of secondary structural bias (β-turns) has been
introduced into ELP monomer structures, the overall structure still adopts a random-coil
like, extended shape (Figures 3.4, 3.5). More importantly, as the β-turn content is
increased from 0% to 80%, only a 9 Å compaction, from 110.1 Å to 101.5 Å, is observed
in the ensemble-averaged RG (Figure 3.5D). This compaction is significantly smaller than
what is observed in the dimeric ensembles (discussed below). Globally, when examining
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RG alone, the behavior of monomeric ensembles with 0% β-turn bias and 30% bias is
very similar. Even levels of bias as high as 50% have similar hydrodynamic properties
(57). These results suggest that below the TT, an increase in β-turn structural contents will
not affect ELP monomer behavior significantly.

Figure 3.5

Radius of gyration histograms and representative ELP[V5G3A2-150]
structures generated from ensemble simulations, 0 % β-turn bias
monomeric ensemble.

(A) and 30% β-turn bias monomeric ensemble (B). Different representative structures are
shown in the inset for given values of RG. Panel C is an example of dimeric
ELP[V5G3A2-150] generated from two monomers, randomly selected from the 30%
biased ensemble. CPK spheres represent type II β-turn positions. In C, Arrows point out
where β-turn interactions have been introduced. In D, the ensemble-averaged radius of
gyration calculated from monomeric and dimeric ELP[V5G3A2-150] ensembles (after
convergence; see legend) with different amounts of β-turn content. The error bars in the
plot represent the standard error of the mean for RG (y-axis) and the standard deviation for
the percentage of β-turn (x-axis) within each ensemble.
Ensemble simulations of dimeric ELP[V5G3A2-150]
As discussed above, β-turns are a potential site for intermolecular interaction in
ELPs. Here, we hypothesize that the initial ELP intermolecular interaction starts at β-turn
positions, forming a dimer (and higher order oligomers) in fast exchange below the TT.
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To model the early stages of coacervation, two monomeric ELPs were brought into close
proximity based on turn positions using the HADDOCK molecular docking suite (60).
Type II β-turn positions in two monomeric ELP[V5G3A2-150] were input as AIRs, and
the program selected some of these sites at random as final docking sites (Figure 3.5C).
These docking processes were guided by rigid body energy minimization (77). To
compare the results with unbiased structures (no β-turns), the docking for the 0% biased
ensemble was carried out under random AIR definition mode, in which interacting
residues are randomly defined on the accessible surface (77).
This docking protocol was used to generate ten ELP dimeric ensembles with
different amounts of type II β-turn content (up to 90%). Then, the ensemble-averaged
radii of gyration were calculated from different ensembles (Figure 3.5D). The ensembleaveraged RG values observed from dimeric ensembles, unlike those from the monomeric
ensemble, decrease sharply from 150 Å to 110 Å as more type II β-turn content is
introduced. Compared to the monomeric ensemble, the dimeric ensemble exhibits a large
change in RG as β-turn bias is increased. ELP coacervation is thought to involve a
structural change above the TT (5, 6). Based on observations of the RG (50 vs. 9 Å), such a
change is difficult to envision in monomeric structures alone; however, in dimers it is
apparent that β-turn content can drive a significant alteration in chain dimensions.
Accessible surface area and solvation energy
To understand the effect of β-turn content on the energetics ELP association,
hydrophobic accessible surface area (ASA) was calculated for all monomeric and dimeric
ensembles with different type II β-turn biases. Here, the ASA for an ELP structure was
calculated as a sum of ASA values over all residues for each monomer and dimer
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conformation. The ensemble-averaged ASA values have been plotted as a function of βturn content (Figure 3.6). To make a direct comparison between monomers and dimers,
the ASA values for monomer ensembles were multiplied by 2. The dimer formation does
lead to a decrease of the ASA (a negative ΔASA). This indicates that dimeric structures
bury more hydrophobic surface exposure as more type II β-turn bias is introduced into the
ensemble. Since most of the residues in ELP[V5G3A2-150] are hydrophobic, the overall
ΔASA tracks closely with the hydrophobic ΔASA. The results from ASA calculations are
consistent with the ensemble-averaged RG (Figure 3.6), which shows that a small
modulation of type II β-turn content can have a large impact on dimeric ELPs.
Furthermore, these data suggest a direct relationship between buried hydrophobic surface
in dimers and a favorable change in solvent entropy, ∆S, for both ELP self-association
and ELP coacervation (see Discussion).

Figure 3.6

Change in accessible surface area (ASA; a negative value corresponds to
ASA lost upon dimerization) as a function of type II β-turn bias.

The error bars in the plot represent the standard error of the mean.
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Hydrodynamic simulation and ensemble verification
To test whether our model can yield reasonable hydrodynamic properties below
the TT, HYDROPRO and SOMO were used to calculate sedimentation coefficients
o
(𝑠20,w
) for monomeric and dimeric ensembles. HYDROPRO was operated in residue-

level bead calculation mode, where amino acid residues are replaced with a fixed size
bead (78). The size of the beads is critical for these calculations, and a similar software
package (SOMO) was used for comparison. SOMO uses two beads to represent an amino
acid residue, one for the backbone and another for the side-chain (62). While much
slower to complete, SOMO is less dependent on bead size because beads are
automatically adjusted based on steric overlap. To compare these two programs,
hydrodynamic calculations were carried out on 10,000 trans-prolyl conformers with
varying type II β-turn content from 0% to 30%. Both HYDROPRO and SOMO were
o
operated using default settings. Results from HYDROPRO yielded a slightly lower 𝑠20,w

value compared to calculations from SOMO (e.g. 1.522 vs. 1.634 for the 0% β-turn
ensemble; see Tables S5-S6). However, the calculations are highly correlated (𝑟 2 =
0.993, Figure A8), suggesting that both methods are producing a similar result, with a
small systematic difference between the two methods. In addition, the HYDROPRO bead
o
size was found to correlate with the predicted value of 𝑠20,w
(Figure A9). Therefore, the

discrepancy between HYDROPRO and SOMO could be corrected by slight
modifications to the HYDROPRO bead size (see Methods for details). Our final approach
o
was to focus on the overall relationship between β-turn content and the predicted 𝑠20,w

using HYDROPRO. This approach has the advantage of speed, as HYDROPRO
performed significantly faster than SOMO (56 structures vs. 1 structure per minute).
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Two representative distributions of 𝑠20,w for ELP[V5G3A2-150] with 0% and 30%
β-turn contents reveal that histograms are broad and roughly Gaussian distributed (Figure
3.7A-B). The results of hydrodynamics calculations are summarized in Figure 3.7C. In
o
addition to 𝑠20,w
, HYDROPRO was used to calculate the Stokes radius (𝑎T ), and the

translational frictional ratio (𝑓 ⁄𝑓0 ). These hydrodynamic parameters predictions are
summarized as histograms (Figures A10-A12). Comparing the 1% β-turn ensemble to the
30% ensemble reveals a more significant change in 𝑠20,w when dimers are formed
between high-turn content structures. In addition, the ensemble-averaged 𝑓 ⁄𝑓0 increases
more sharply in the dimeric ensembles as more β-turn is introduced (Figure A12, Table
A7), which suggests a more symmetric complex. In general, increasing β-turn content in
o
monomeric ensembles does not significantly change 𝑠20,w
; however, similar to what was

observed for RG, there is a significant shift observed for the dimeric ensembles (Figure
3.7).
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Figure 3.7

Hydrodynamic calculations from ensemble simulations (A, B, C) and a
comparison with experimental measurements (D).

Two representative distributions of 𝑠20,w for ELP[V5G3A2-150] with different β-turn
content (1% on the left and 30% on the right) from monomeric (A) and dimeric (B)
ensembles. The dashed red line shows the average value from the 1% ensemble for
comparison between 1% and 30% distributions. (C) Calculated 𝑠20,w are plotted as a
function of type II β-turn content. Error bars in (C) represent the standard deviation of
values in each ensemble. (D) Sedimentation coefficients measured for ELP[V5G3A2-150]
under low TCEP concentration (0.1 mM). These conditions give rise to observable
mixtures of monomer and disulfide cross-linked dimers; this construct has a single
cysteine residue. Error bars in (D) represent the standard error of the mean from three
independently-prepared samples.
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To test whether this model is predictive, sedimentation velocity (SV) experiments
were performed on a cysteine-containing variant of ELP[V5G3A2-150] at a low TCEP
concentration (0.1 mM). This variant contains a cysteine at position 2 (Supporting Table
S1). SV experiments were performed as described previously (6). These conditions favor
a mixture of monomers and cross-linked dimers that can be observed directly. Based on
our previous observations, we hypothesize that a higher temperature in SV experiments
roughly corresponds to a higher percentage of β-turn content in our calculations.
Therefore, SV experiments were run at a series of temperatures below TT (5 °C, 20 °C
and 35 °C, Figure 3.7D). Under these conditions, monomers and cross-linked dimers
should have a similar amount of turn content, enabling us to compare our computational
results with experiment. ELP structures are highly disordered below the TT, so the
difference between a cross-linked dimer and a non-covalent dimer is assumed to be
o
negligible. The overall trend in SV is consistent with our calculations: the dimer 𝑠20,w
is

larger than the monomeric value, and this value increases as a function of temperature. βturn content is believed to increase vs. temperature (5, 6), and examining the ratio
o
between dimer and monomer 𝑠20,w
provides a computational approach for estimating the

percentage of type II β-turns in the real structural ensemble. At 20 °C, the ratio of dimer
o
to monomer 𝑠20,w
is 1.45 (Figure 3.7D); comparing with Figure 3.7C, this corresponds to
o
o
the same 𝑠20,w,dimer
/𝑠20,w,monomer
ratio seen at a β-turn bias of 5% in our calculations.

Therefore, we estimate that, below TT, approximately 5% of residues in ELPs sample a βo
o
turn conformation. The experimental 𝑠20,w,dimer
/𝑠20,w,monomer
ratio increases to 1.5 at

35 °C for ELP[V5G3A2-150] (Figure 3.7D), corresponding to a prediction of 30% β-turn
bias just below the TT for these experimental conditions. It is worth noting that the
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o
o
simulated 𝑠20,w,dimer
/𝑠20,w,monomer
ratio varies from 1.33 (0%) to 1.68 (80%), consistent

with significant compaction of the dimers at high β-turn bias. The experimental ratios
increase from 1.33 (5 °C) to 1.45 (20 °C) to 1.50 (35°C), corresponding to a moderate
increasing β-turn bias.
It is possible that the compaction observed above results simply from an increased
number of intermolecular contacts in structures with high β-turn content. To test whether
this is the case, we re-analyzed our ensembles, keeping the overall number of contacts
fixed. The Cα-Cα distances were calculated between all of dimer structures used in the
original analysis, and a distance within 6 Å or less was used to define an intermolecular
contact event. Thus defined, the average number of intermolecular contacts in the original
ensemble with a 90% β-turn bias was 23. Correspondingly, subset ensembles were
generated for all other amounts of turn bias, ensuring the number of intermolecular
contacts was 23 or greater, and removing dimer structures with fewer than 23 contacts. In
this way, we generated a new set of ensembles, each having a similar number contacts.
o
The subset of ensembles exhibits an identical trend for the average RG and 𝑠20,w
values,

and their properties are highly correlated with the original ensembles where the number
of contacts was not controlled (𝑅 2 > 0.99, Figure 3.8). Moreover, the histograms of the
high-contact ensembles are indistinguishable from the original histograms (Figure A13).
Thus, even when all dimers contain a similar number of contacts, the same changes in RG
o
and 𝑠20,w
are observed as turn content is increased. This strongly suggests that the

increase β-turn bias (and not additional hydrophobic contacts alone) is necessary to
generate the increase in compaction observed for the dimer structures.
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Figure 3.8

o
Ensemble-averaged RG (A) and 𝑠20,w
(B) from the subsets with high
intermolecular contacts.

In addition to exhibiting the same trend seen for dimers in Figures 3.5D and 3.7C, the
values themselves are highly correlated (C and D, respectively).
Simulation of fast-exchange dimerization
Previous work has shown that ELP[V5G3A2-150] undergoes weak self-association
with increasing temperature (5, 6). Here, we considered how weak self-association would
influence hydrodynamic properties of an equilibrium population of monomers-dimers in
AUC SV experiments. To assess this weak dimerization, an artificial ensemble of both
monomeric and dimeric ELPs was constructed based on previous simulations. From this
o
ensemble of mixed states, the observed 𝑠20,w
for a particular ensemble can be calculated
o
o
as the mass-weighted average of 𝑠20,w
. This value of 𝑠20,w
can be directly compared to
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the maximum of the 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution determined from an SV experiment. In an SV
experiment the 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution quantifies the sedimentation coefficients in a mixture
of sedimenting species. The maxima in the 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution correspond to the
sedimentation coefficients most likely present in an SV experiment. The width of the
𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution contains information about the diffusion coefficient, heterogeneity, and
interactions of the sedimenting species; this width reflects how the sedimentation
boundary changes over time, and it is not easily determined from our ensemble
calculations without kinetic information about the dynamics of the ensemble or
information about reversible interactions. Nevertheless, comparing the weight-average
o
𝑠20,w
from our ensembles and the maximum value of the 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution can produce

meaningful results.
We examined mixed-state (monomer-dimer) ensembles to estimate the fraction of
dimer observed in SV experiments. In these calculations, the β-turn bias was fixed at 5%,
corresponding to a temperature of 20 ˚C. The dimer:monomer ratio was then varied to
o
investigate how the average 𝑠20,w
was affected (Figure 3.9A). For comparison, SV

experiments were performed on the single-site cysteine variant of ELP[V5G3A2-150],
which contains a mixture of both monomeric and dimeric forms (Figure 3.9B, black
curve). Experiments were also performed at high TCEP concentration, where no crosslinking is anticipated (Figure 3.9B, red curve). It is clear from the crosslinked (red)
experiments that incorporation of dimers shifts the 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution to the right relative
to the experiments performed without crosslinking (black). However, even without
crosslinking, the experimental 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) curve contains some self association.
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o
Initially, the weight-averaged 𝑠20,w
from our calculations with 0% of dimer did

not agree with the experimental maximum of 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) for non-crosslinked ELPs. By
systematically increasing the dimer:monomer ratio, a corresponding increase was
o
observed in the weight-averaged 𝑠20,w
, increasing the agreement between the two values.

Good agreement between calculations and experiment was observed when the dimer
fraction was roughly 10% (Figure 3.9B, the blue dashed line corresponds to the center of
the blue 10% dimer distribution in Figure 3.9A). This suggests that approximately 10%
of the ELP ensemble at 20 ˚C samples higher order oligomeric states.
o
o
In general, the experimental ratios of 𝑠20,w,dimer
/𝑠20,w,monomer
agree with the

simulated hydrodynamic results derived from bead modeling. However, there are a
number of caveats to the comparisons presented in Figure 3.9. First, the simulated data
𝑜
does not exhibit thermodynamic non-ideality which slows experimental 𝑠20,𝑤
values.

While experiments were performed at low concentration to minimize non-ideality, some
degree of non-ideality is inevitable in any self-interacting system. Second, temperature
dependent weak association is occurring in the experimental 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distributions that in
𝑜
part accounts for the broadening and increase in 𝑠20,𝑤
. However, non-ideality and

association mask one another, with non-ideality being more significant at low
temperatures and association being more significant at higher temperatures. This is
consistent with the entropic nature of the ELP association and phase change. At 35 ˚C,
𝑜
𝑠20,𝑤
and 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) are clearly concentration dependent and shift to higher 𝑠 values (5, 6),

consistent with our simulations. Third, structural heterogeneity in the ensemble (Figures
3.4, 3.5) may not be reflected in the distribution if rapid exchange on the time scale of the
AUC experiment occurs. Nevertheless, the width of the experimental distribution is
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consistent with simulations (Figures A10-A12). To demonstrate these features, ideal
weak association was simulated using SEDANAL (Figures 3.9C, D) to show both the
𝑜
shift in the distribution and the average 𝑠20,𝑤
of the distribution with increasing amounts

of dimer. The SEDANAL analysis reproduces the same trend as our structural ensembles,
𝑜
showing an increase in 𝑠20,𝑤
as the dimer fraction increases (Figure 3.9D). At the same

time, this analysis also captures the broadening expected in experimental 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) curves
(Figure 3.9C).

Figure 3.9

Comparing simulated 𝑠20,w values with experimental 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ).

Histograms of the distribution of the average 𝑠20,w values for 1,000 different ensembles
(A) with varying fractions of dimers: 1% (red), 5% (purple), and 10% (blue) dimer
distributions are shown. The distribution of average 𝑠20,𝑤 values taken from 1,000
different ensembles is much narrower than the actual 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution, because the
𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) distribution includes additional information on molecular interactions. Dashed
vertical lines represent the weight average values corresponding to each distribution. (B)
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An experimental 𝑔(𝑠 ∗ ) curve for ELP[V5G3A2-150] under conditions of 1 mM TCEP
(black; no cysteine cross-linking) and 0.1 mM TCEP (red; partially cross-linked). The
calculated ensemble with 10% dimer roughly matches the maximum observed for the
experiment with no cross-linking. (C) Simulation of sedimentation velocity monomerdimer equilibrium with SEDANAL (79) to demonstrate increasing amounts of dimer.
Simulations were performed with the following parameters: a total ELP concentration of
1 mg/ml, 60K rpm, 𝑟𝑎 at 5.9 cm, 𝑟𝑏 at 7.2 cm, 𝑠1 =1.6 s (monomer), 𝑠2 =2.4 s (dimer), and
an increasing equilibrium constant to represent a temperature dependent increase in ELP
association. (D) The weight-averaged sedimentation coefficients from panel C, plotted as
a function of percent dimer and presented as a bar graph to mimic the presentation in
panel A. Panels C and D neglect nonideality, which can be significant for IDPs.
Representative distributions of 𝑠20,𝑤 values from individual ensembles in panel A are
given in the supporting information (Figure A14).
Discussion
ELPs have been proposed as a potential model for studying IDPs (28), not only
because of their repetitive and low complexity sequences, but also because of their
disordered structure below the TT. Our calculations demonstrate that, even when biased to
contain 50% type II β-turn content, the ELP ensemble still possesses random coil chain
dimensions. Stated differently, a significant amount β-turn content (local organization)
would not necessarily conflict with ELPs having a globally disorganized tertiary structure
(57). Because of this, using traditional “random coil” approaches to model ELPs may be
inappropriate, as they fail to capture local organization in the sequence. A “statistical
coil” model has been proposed to sample conformations more accurately in the unfolded
state of proteins (56, 80-85). In the case of ELPs, however, because of the β-turn content,
it is reasonable to include this structural bias into structural calculations as we have done
here. We have also used dimerization of ELPs to mimic weak self-association in ELP in
the early stages of coacervation, assuming monomeric ELPs interact at β-turn positions.
Since increasing temperature induces a higher percentage of type II β-turns, a more
compact dimer will be formed with increasing temperature. This hypothesis is supported
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by calculations of ASA, and it is in line with experimental AUC data. Our results suggest
that a small fraction of dimer can lead to a significant shift in the sedimentation
coefficient.
These structural features – β turns and self-association – affect the hydrodynamic
properties of ELPs, and they are more likely to change systematically during ELP
association and phase separation. Previously, the presence of weakly self-associating
monomers and type II β-turns were proposed by AUC and CD experiments, but it was
difficult to quantify their significance in the absence of a structural model. Here, we
propose a method based on ensemble calculations in which both type II β-turn content
and self-association are considered. By comparing the simulation to SV data, we can then
extract the percentage of β-turn content and weak association in the actual structures.
Given that structural bias has also been observed in many IDPs (86-91), this biased
approach to ensemble calculation could potentially be applicable to IDPs generally.
Previous research suggests that ELPs are soluble in aqueous solutions below their
LCST, but these polymers undergo hydrophobic collapse and phase separation at
temperatures greater than their LCST (92). This collapsed structure has for years been
hypothesized to be a β-spiral (25) based upon model building from a crystal structure of a
trimeric pentapeptide. However, no one has ever observed this spiral structure in solution.
Numerous molecular dynamics simulations (36-38) have started with a β-spiral that is not
stable and quickly reverts to a random coil structure with propensity to make β-turns
and/or β-sheets above the TT. These observations are commonly quoted to reject the βspiral model. In our ensemble calculations we have approached the question in a different
way. We simulate structures with increasing amounts of β-turn and then ask how this bias
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impacts the hydrodynamic attributes of a monomer and dimer ensemble. We discover
that ELP monomers, even up to 90% β-turn, behave essentially like random coils and
o
exhibit little compaction, as viewed by distributions of 𝑠20,w
, RH and 𝑓⁄𝑓0 (Figure A9).
o
Comparing monomers at 90% turn content to those with 0% turn content, 𝑠20,w
increases

by 9.7%, while RH and 𝑓⁄𝑓0 decrease by 8.9%. Alternatively, for simulated dimers, the
o
changes are substantially larger. In an ensemble with 90% turn content, 𝑠20,w
increases

by 25.6% compared to an ensemble with 0% turns, while RH and 𝑓⁄𝑓0 decrease by
20.6%. More importantly, when β-turn content is increased from 0% to 30%, monomers
exhibit a minimal change in hydrophobic ASA (-56 Å2), whereas dimers lose 1581 Å2 of
ASA upon dimer formation (Figure 3.6). Loss of hydrophobic surface is a
thermodynamic driving force for entropically favored processes. For example, burial of
nonpolar and polar ASA (Δ𝐴𝑛𝑝 and Δ𝐴𝑝 ) is related to changes in heat capacity, Δ𝐶𝑝 =
0.32Δ𝐴𝑛𝑝 − 0.14Δ𝐴𝑝 , (-439 ± 22 cal/mol∙K at 30% turn, using the ensemble SEM to
estimate the uncertainty) (93) and changes in heat capacity can be related to an entropic
force due to the hydrophobic effect, Δ𝑆ℎ𝑒 (𝑇) = 0.32Δ𝐴𝑛𝑝 ln(𝑇⁄386) = 111 eu at 30% or
+34 kcal/mol at 35°C (94). This hydrophobic driving force results from release of solvent
water as hydrophobic surfaces are buried during dimerization, which contributes to an
increase in overall entropy. Thus, our simulations demonstrate that association of ELP
with significant amounts of β-turn formation can provide a driving force for hydrophobic
collapse and coacervation. This process is opposed by loss of rotational-translational
freedom (Δ𝑆𝑅𝑇 ). For rigid bodies, Δ𝑆𝑅𝑇 is often assigned values between 20-50 eu, but
the dynamic, random coil behavior of ELPs, even at high β-turn bias, suggests this value
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could be much less. Furthermore, β-turn formation should also provide an unfavorable
conformational entropic contribution (Δ𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 ), and must be overcome for in the overall
energetics of coacervation. Even at the low concentrations measured in CD experiments,
β-turn formation increases with elevated temperature, suggesting β-turn formation and
ensemble heterogeneity (Figure 3.4) are intrinsic to ELP structure.
We have previously demonstrated that ELP undergoes weak, nonideal
temperature-dependent oligomer formation (5, 6). We and others have shown by CD (5,
6), and in this work by NMR (Figure 3.1), that ELPs undergo temperature-dependent βturn formation (5, 6, 8, 26, 27). We hypothesized that the two processes were coupled in
some way. ELP coacervation exhibits a positive enthalpy change (∆H ~38-50 kcal/mol)
(5, 6). The temperature-dependent oligomer formation previously reported is also
consistent with a positive enthalpy change (∆H ~8-12 kcal/mol). Thus, we suggest that
entropically driven oligomer formation, stabilized by the burial of hydrophobic ASA, is
one of the significant driving forces of ELP coacervation. As suggested numerous times
previously, the phase change occurs when ELP-solvent interactions become less stable
than ELP-ELP interactions. This is not a new proposal. Years ago, Urry suggested that
thermodynamically driven shedding of solubilized water molecules and hydrophobic
collapse of the polypeptide due in part to intra- and intermolecular ordering of ELP
accounted for the coacervation process (95). Recently, Chilkoti’s group (37) used MD
simulations to look at (VPGVG)18 interactions and suggested a temperature-dependent
attractive interaction between two molecules. They conclude a competition between
peptide-peptide and peptide-water interactions, described as an abrupt change in hydrated
water, is relevant to the LCST phase behavior of ELP. Our experimental results and
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calculations provide a possible mechanism for this process. Consistent with our model, a
recent NMR study on ELP3 (composed of 21 repeat units) also found evidence for
transient β-turns in both monomeric and coacervated ELP states (65).
The phase change is often represented by a solubility plot of TT vs log[ELP] and
exhibits a straight line behavior over many orders of magnitude of concentration (5).
Even at concentrations well below the K (M-1) for self-association (eg. Kiso of 5000-7500
M-1 at 35 ˚C), ELP will phase change at higher temperatures. This suggests that the loss
of solubility of ELP, also in conjunction with β-turn formation and an abrupt change in
hydrated water, may nucleate micro-structures that concentrate ELP and stabilized
oligomers or aggregates as the field prefers to call them. Membraneless organelles in
general are known to concentrate their protein or ribonuclear protein contents 100 times
or more (96). Other systems clearly require high affinity and modular or multivalent
components (97-99) in addition to temperature dependent solubility changes to nucleate
the phase change. The model we propose involves numerous hydrophobic contacts that
can dynamically reorganize in a modular manner, and it is the sum of many contacts that
contributes to the buried surface and the driving force for coacervation. Thus, our novel
approach provides a means to model the initiation of phase-separated droplets.
Conclusion
To summarize, we propose a structural model to describe the early stages of selfassociation during the ELP phase separation. Monomeric and dimeric ensembles are
generated with propensities of β-turn, and the properties of each ensemble are examined.
We find that β-turn bias alone is insufficient to drive a significant change in ELP
properties, but if dimerization is also included in the model, turns can dramatically alter
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the radius of gyration and hydrophobic accessible surface area. Comparing to AUC
experiments, we estimate that, at 20 ˚C (below the TT), the ELP[V5G3A2-150] construct
contains approximately 5 % β-turn content and 10 % concentration dependent high order
oligomers. This observation is supported by NMR experiments on a novel ELP40
construct that allows measurement of chemical properties throughout the 40-repeat
protein. Based on our calculations, we suggest that entropically driven oligomer
formation, stabilized by the burial of hydrophobic ASA, is one of the significant driving
forces of ELP coacervation. Experimentally-driven ensemble calculations such as these
may provide an approach to model liquid-liquid phase separation in biological systems.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPORTING MATERIAL FOR MODELING THE EARLY STAGES OF PHASE
SEPARATION IN DISORDERED ELASTIN-LIKE PROTEINS
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Figure A.1

Examination of the phase separation of ELP40 using dynamic light scattering.

The inset pictures are the ELP40 NMR sample (1 mM) under room temperature (RT) and heated
condition (above the Tt). Similar behavior has been observed for ELPs in general, including
ELP[V5G3A2-150].
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Figure A.2

1

H-13C HSQC for ELP40.

All assigned peaks have been labeled.
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Figure A.3

Secondary chemical shifts of ELP40 at 288 K, 298 K, and 307K.
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Figure A.4

Secondary structure propensity (SSP) of ELP40 at 288K, 298K, and 307K.

The first residue of each repeat is not reported because chemical shifts N-Terminal to each repeat
has not been included.
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Figure A.5

δ2D analysis of ELP40 at 288K, 298K, and 307K.
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Figure A6:

113

Figure A.6

Rolling averages of monomeric ensembles with different percentages of β-turns
(see legends).

These graphs show the expected smoothing of the average RG value for an ensemble when a
sufficient sample size is achieved to accurately represent the state-space. Here, the average of RG
converges after approximately 2,000 structures are generated.
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Figure A7:
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Figure A.7

Rolling averages of dimeric ensembles with different percentages of β-turns (see
legends).

These graphs show the expected smoothing of the average RG value for an ensemble when a
sufficient sample size is achieved to accurately represent the state-space. Here, the average of RG
converges after approximately 2,000 structures are generated.
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Figure A.8

𝑜
Comparison of 𝑠20,𝑤
calculated by HYDROPRO and SOMO.

Circles represent ensembles with (from left to right) 0%, 3% 5% 10%, and 30% of type II β-turn
content.

Figure A.9

𝑜
𝑠20,𝑤
values from HYDROPRO calculation as a function of bead size.

1,000 trans-prolyl ELP structure with 0% of β-turn content are used for calculation. The black
line connects each data point. The red line is trend line, whose function and R2 are shown in the
plot.
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Figure A10:

118

Figure A10 (continued):
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𝑜
Figure A.10 Histograms of 𝑠20,𝑤
, the Stokes radius (𝑎 𝑇 ), and the translational frictional ratio
(𝑓 ⁄𝑓0 ) for monomeric ELP ensembles with 0%, 1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%,
70%, 80%, and 90% of β-turn content, using HYDROPRO (see legends).

The red dashed lines indicate average value from 1% of β-turn ensemble.
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Figure A11:
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𝑜
Figure A.11 Histograms of 𝑠20,𝑤
, the Stokes radius (𝑎 𝑇 ), and the translational frictional ratio
(𝑓 ⁄𝑓0 ) for monomeric ELP ensembles with 1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, and 30% of β-turn
content, using SOMO (see legends).

The red dashed lines indicate average value from 1% of β-turn ensemble.
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Figure A12:
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Figure A12 (continued):
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𝑜
Figure A.12 Histograms of 𝑠20,𝑤
, the Stokes radius (𝑎 𝑇 ), and the translational frictional ratio
(𝑓 ⁄𝑓0 ) for dimeric ELP ensembles with 0%, 1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%,
80%, and 90% of β-turn content, using HYDROPRO (see legend).

The red dashed lines indicate average value from 1% of β-turn ensemble.
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Figure A13:

126

Figure A13 (continued):
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𝑜
Figure A.13 Histograms of 𝑠20,𝑤
, the radius of gyration (𝑅𝐺 ), and the distribution of
intermolecular contacts in the subsets for dimeric ELP ensembles with 0%, 1%,
3%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of β-turn content. The red dashed
lines indicate average value from the original β-turn ensembles (where the number
of contacts was not controlled).
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Figure A.14 Example 𝑠20,w distributions for a single ensemble (containing 1,000
monomer/dimer structures) with different fractions of dimers (see legends).
In generating Figure 9 in the Main Text, 1,000 such ensembles were created, and the weighto
averaged 𝑠20,w
from each ensemble was used in making the histograms in panels A-C.
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Table A.1

Sequences of ELP40 and ELP[V5G3A2-150].

The ELP[V5G3A2-150] sequence is abbreviated in the following shorthand:
N’ - MSKGPG (VPG[VGAVVVGAGV]G)15WP – C’
Here, the 10 sequential repeats of ELP150 are presented in a condensed format, in which only
the guest residues (bold) are shown in brackets.
Specifically, the following three sequences were used in this work:

Variant
ELP40

Residues
(Repeats)
202 (40)

ELP[V5G3A2-150]

758 (150)

Cys-Containing
ELP[V5G3A2-150]

757 (150)

Sequence
VPGKG (VPGVG)7 VPGTG (VPGVG)7 VPGAG
(VPGVG)7 VPGIG (VPGVG)7 VPGSG (VPGVG)7
VPGLG (VPGVG)7 PW
MSKGPG (VPGVG VPGGG VPGAG VPGVG VPGVG
VPGVG VPGGG VPGAG VPGGG VPGVG)15 WP
MCGPG (VPGVG VPGGG VPGAG VPGVG VPGVG
VPGVG VPGGG VPGAG VPGGG VPGVG)15 WP
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Table A.2

Percentage of cis proline population from 1H-13C HSQC.
Temperature
(K)

288

298

307

Prolyl
Resonances

cis-proline
population
(%)

α
β1
β2
γ1
γ2
δ1
δ2
Average
α
β1
β2
γ1
γ2
δ1
δ2
Average
α
β1
β2
γ1
γ2
δ1
δ2
Average

7.28
7.46
6.74
9.51
9.40
3.85
3.17
6.77 ± 2.47
8.35
7.25
8.50
10.09
8.61
3.60
3.00
7.06 ± 2.70
8.87
7.71
7.84
10.13
10.17
3.00
2.93
7.23 ± 3.08
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Table A.3

1

HN, 15N, 13C’, 13Cα, and 1Hα Chemical Shifts of ELP at 288K, 298K and 307K.

288K:
1

Residue
number

Residue
name

1*
2
3
4
5
42
43
44
45
82
83
84
85
162
163
164
165
202
203
204
205

V*
P
G
K
G
P
G
T
G
P
G
A
G
P
G
S
G
P
G
L
G

HN
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
8.102
N/A
8.556
8.303
8.525
N/A
8.598
8.104
8.542
N/A
8.590
8.183
8.469
N/A
8.636
8.262
8.552
N/A
8.349
8.219
8.379

15

13

N
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
121.273
107.466
109.679
120.684
110.350
107.466
109.489
112.525
111.368
107.466
110.018
123.415
108.293
107.466
110.091
115.265
110.895
107.466
109.266
121.601
109.441

C’
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
174.584
177.418
174.008
177.075
173.586
177.418
174.484
175.237
173.586
177.418
173.89
178.205
173.586
177.418
174.352
175.086
173.586
177.418
174.04
177.688
173.586

13 α

C
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
59.85
63.534
45.145
56.175
45.145
63.534
45.145
62.111
45.145
63.534
45.145
52.558
45.145
63.534
45.145
58.585
45.145
63.534
45.145
55.011
45.145

1

Hα
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
4.429
4.397
3.954
4.360
3.954
4.397
3.954
4.379
3.954
4.397
3.954
4.339
3.954
4.397
3.954
4.442
3.954
4.397
3.954
4.321
3.954

* The initial valine residue was highly overlapped in all repeats, and the guest residue assignments
for the first valine could not be distinguished from the large number of non-guest residue VPGVG
sites in ELP40. The chemical shifts reported here for V1 are therefore not specific to each guest
residue, and instead correspond to generic values observed for the average over many V(i) spin
systems. The values reported for V1 were used in TALOS, SSP, and δ2D calculations whenever
the chemical shifts for V(i) were needed, i.e. V41, V81, V161, and V201.
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Table A3 (continued). 1HN, 15N, 13C’, 13Cα, and 1Hα Chemical Shifts of ELP at 288K, 298K and
307K.
298K:
1

Residue
number

Residue
name

1*
2
3
4
5
42
43
44
45
82
83
84
85
162
163
164
165
202
203
204
205

V*
P
G
K
G
P
G
T
G
P
G
A
G
P
G
S
G
P
G
L
G

HN
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
8.010
N/A
8.478
8.223
8.453
N/A
8.516
8.033
8.472
N/A
8.504
8.117
8.396
N/A
8.551
8.197
8.481
N/A
8.286
8.135
8.307

15

13

N
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
120.996
107.287
109.502
120.557
110.167
107.287
109.262
112.390
111.178
107.287
109.78
123.294
108.105
107.287
109.838
115.126
110.73
107.287
109.091
121.511
109.261

C’
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
174.55
177.386
174.005
177.016
173.577
177.386
174.479
175.197
173.577
177.386
173.886
178.13
173.577
177.386
174.335
175.046
173.577
177.386
174.01
177.586
173.577
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13 α

C
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
59.805
63.568
45.124
56.112
45.124
63.568
45.124
61.913
45.124
63.568
45.124
52.486
45.124
63.568
45.124
58.347
45.124
63.568
45.124
55.166
45.124

1

Hα
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
4.485
4.449
3.999
4.419
3.999
4.449
3.999
4.422
3.999
4.449
3.999
4.395
3.999
4.449
3.999
4.499
3.999
4.449
3.999
4.366
3.999

Table S3 (continued). 1HN, 15N, 13C’, 13Cα, and 1Hα Chemical Shifts of ELP at 288K, 298K and
307K.

307K:
1

Residue
number

Residue
name

1*
2
3
4
5
42
43
44
45
82
83
84
85
162
163
164
165
202
203
204
205

V*
P
G
K
G
P
G
T
G
P
G
A
G
P
G
S
G
P
G
L
G

HN
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
7.929
N/A
8.407
8.155
8.389
N/A
8.441
7.972
8.409
N/A
8.427
8.059
8.330
N/A
8.473
8.14
8.417
N/A
8.230
8.063
8.241

15

13

N
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
120.745
107.087
109.336
120.446
109.999
107.087
109.056
112.275
111.004
107.087
109.561
123.178
107.927
107.087
109.608
114.997
110.573
107.087
108.934
121.431
109.092

C’
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
174.508
177.338
174.002
176.951
173.549
177.338
174.456
175.142
173.549
177.338
173.856
178.051
173.549
177.338
174.307
174.999
173.549
177.338
173.993
177.503
173.549
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13 α

C
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
59.77
63.538
45.268
56.177
45.268
63.538
45.268
61.966
45.268
63.538
45.268
52.522
45.268
63.538
45.268
58.559
45.268
63.538
45.268
55.250
45.268

1

Hα
Chemical
shifts
(ppm)
4.433
4.396
3.946
4.366
3.946
4.396
3.946
4.371
3.946
4.396
3.946
4.349
3.946
4.396
3.946
4.444
3.946
4.396
3.946
4.326
3.946

Table A.4

Statistical summary for interacting hydrophobic turn interactions.

a. Both solvent-exposed and buried hydrophobic turns (a total of 13,272)
Cutoff
distance
(Å)

The number of
turns are interacted

Percentage

5
7
10
15

102
634
2642
7840

0.77
4.78
19.91
59.07

b. Only buried hydrophobic turns (a total of 2,327)
Cutoff
distance
(Å)

The number of
turns are interacted

Percentage

5
7
10
15

28
212
676
1692

1.20
9.11
29.05
72.71
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Table A.5

Statistical summary of monomeric ELP properties from HYDROPRO calculations.

β-turn
content
(%)
0
1
3
5
10
30
50
70
80
90

Table A.6

S20,W
1.522
1.526
1.533
1.541
1.553
1.579
1.612
1.675
1.699
1.669

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002

the Stokes radius (Å)

f/f0

84.973
84.742
84.338
83.919
83.231
81.874
80.216
77.161
76.023
77.356

3.253
3.245
3.229
3.213
3.187
3.135
3.071
2.954
2.911
2.962

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.066
0.068
0.065
0.066
0.065
0.063
0.138
0.130
0.121
0.082

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.003
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.003

Statistical summary of monomeric ELP properties from SOMO calculations.

β-turn
content
(%)
1
3
5
10
30

S20,W
1.637
1.644
1.650
1.668
1.692

±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

Stokes radius (Å)

f/f0

79.277
78.890
78.613
77.789
76.649

3.035
3.020
3.010
2.978
2.935
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±
±
±
±
±

0.080
0.076
0.078
0.077
0.075

±
±
±
±
±

0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003

Table A.7

Statistical summary of dimeric ELP properties from HYDROPRO calculations.

β-turn
content
(%)
0
1
3
5
10
30
50
70
80
90

S20,W
2.160
2.254
2.380
2.445
2.505
2.570
2.617
2.723
2.765
2.713

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.002

Stokes radius (Å)

f/f0

119.746
114.737
108.504
105.561
102.991
100.366
98.560
94.699
93.254
95.023

3.639
3.487
3.297
3.208
3.130
3.050
2.995
2.878
2.834
2.888
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±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.096
0.093
0.077
0.070
0.063
0.062
0.132
0.123
0.119
0.083

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.003

